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4,396 Lnches Gain! !
To date, in 1927, The TribuneDemocrat has carried 4,396
inches MORE advertising than
for the same period last year.

THE TRIBUNE-DEMOCRAT
"Kentucky's Most Progressive Weekly Newspaper"

$1.00 A YEAR
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Always Growth
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CHAPTER XIV
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(To,be continued)
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Here Now!

FOR SERVICE

FRED FILBECK
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and satisfactory type of roofing and invites the most thorough investigation of
the property owner.

Prepare for Accidental
Rave It on hand.

Enhancing
Beauty
Longer
Life

a

wh^n properly dry-cleaned and probeauty.
perly pressed do co a lone way in adding natural
And cleaning prolongs the life of any garment.
•

Liquid

BOROZONE Powder

You'll like our odorless process and our work

Arro-Lock shingles, when they are
properly laid as our men are trained to
do, continue giving satisfaction without
attention many years after other shingles
have had to be re-covered.

The New Powerful A ntistiitia

For Cuts', Wounds, Bump and
Sold by
Bruises.
Nelson-Ford Dreg Co.

V. A. STILLEY, JR.
Dentist

Clothes,

They do not rip, tear nor curl, they
are fire-proof and may be laid over your
old wooden shingles.
Attractive Colors and Designs.

is now located

in general.

in

We Pay Return Parcel Post

STILLEY BLDG., SOUTH SIDE COURT
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from the day of sale until paid,
and having the force and effect
of a Judgment. Bidders will be
COURT, prepared ,to comply promptly with
these terms.
A. N. DUKE.
Prff.
Special Commissioner

COMMISSIONER' SALE
MARSHALL CIRCUIT
KENTUCKY
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mplete
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of Black-

's now housed in the
• ioned,,,thop.
iciensy thereof to proof money so _ordern7a He. For the purchase
purchaser, with approv-r securities must exbearirv legal interest

HARDIN

Air Economvoa/ Tronspoitation

/CHEVROLET

car Per her,too

In thousands of American homes
there are now two automobiles
'a car for her, Soo," so that
there may be transportation ior
the-lankily while "he" drives so
business. And because it is so easy
to drive and park ...so decidedly
smart and comfortable, today's
Chevrolet is an outstanding favorite among women drivers everywhere.Come in! You'll be amazed
to learn how little it costs to own
and operate a Chevrolet.

CALVERT CM'

Next time you
buycalomelask
for

.

FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 18, 1927

The thoroughly purified
and refined calomel combined with assisiant and
corrective agents.
Nausealess — Safe— Sure

HERB E

Th.4.Duot 5695
Sedan
Truck $AP5
I.Too
latiparlo1114C YrTon Truck $ 05
(Chassis Or'-`
'715 Louise
-0 (Gummi Ou4y)
AU prima Lo.h. Flint. Mich.
Chock ClaworMat Da Price.
Tbailads& duo Soma hsaadllag and fisaancing chariot ovalloblio

n'•T•E'ang $525
railaliolot

n•Cowl $595

Tim cc...g.'625

Benton Motor Co.
Chevrolet. Dealers
BENTON,
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Christmas
Here Now!
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have

Right now is the time
when the wise Christmas
shopper begins to make his
or her selections for the happy season.

Arro-Lock offers the most economical
and satisfactory type of roofing and invites the most thorough investigation of
the property owner.
Arro-Lock shingles, when they are
properly laid as our men are trained to
do, continue giving satisfaction without
attention many years after other shingles
have had to be re-covered.
They do not rip, tear nor curl, they
are fire-proof and may be laid over your
old wooden shingles. I
Attractive Colors and Designs.

Treas Lumber Co.
OWNERS OF

Arro-Lock Roofing Co.
KENTUCKY.
BENTON,

(IC

This year be a "Glad I did",
instead of a "Wish I had"
and both you and the recipient will be prouder of the
gift.
For permanence, for utility for appreciation—there's
nothing to compare with
Jewelry—the gift that lasts.
Our Jewelry is always exactly what it is represented
to b6, our selection is always
complete, our prices are always right.
Make Your Selection Now
and With a Small Deposit
It Will Be Laid Away.

Strow Drug Co.
"The Store of Personal Service"

HOUSEHOLD CUTLERY
Every home needs Kitchen and Table
Cutlery. You'll need new things for ThanksgiVing and now is a good time to look over our
line.

We have everything here from head to toe to
s
hunt in greatest comfort and the guns and shell
and other necessary equipment to bring in the
game.
We are headquarters for guns of all kinds—
shot guns and rifles—ammunition, hunter's headlights, flashlights, batteries, lanterns, carbide,
hunting coats, caps, lace leather boots, heavy
shoes. In fact, everything to make all your hunting trips both pleasant and comfortable as well
as successful.

See our large and value-giving
selections of Aluminumware, Silverware, Enamelware, Glassware
and Tinware.

"It Won't Be Long Now"Until its going to he mighty cold.
Are you prepared with that good St..
Bernard coal? It's long burning
with small ash and free from im.

Field fence, bard wire and smooth wire,
• Cross-cut saws, sledges, wedges, axes and Broad
axes.

punties.

•Order Before
the Cold Snap

A complete line of lap robes. In fact here
is everything you need to get ready for winter —
priced right.

Better call us today and have a
supply laid in for the rough days
that are bound to come.

Not only do we have a complete line of stoves
from the smallest wood heater to the large, fire-holding parlor furnaces that will heat several rooms but
we have Ranges, New Perfection Oil stoves and Oil
heaters and all kinds of accessories for your stove
and fire place—stove boards, stove pipe of all sizes,
stove polish, coal hods, coal shovels, coal tongs, fire
brick, grate parts, etc.
Whatever you need you can find it here at a

Gatlin-Fergerson Co.
DEPARTMENT

STORE

•

KENTUCKY
BENTON,
AUTHORIZED CROSLEY RADIO SALES AND SERVICE

r-
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Cooksville,
Elder Alonzo Williams, of Kirk- Church of Christ, of
strongest
the
of
sey, Ky., spent Thursday night Tenn., one
denomination in
here with B. L. Trevathan and churches of that
the south.
family.
While the weather is bad feed
Mr. and Mrs. Ruby Bailey
B. L. Douthitt, formerly pasHess stock and poultry tonic,
Dr.
of
Church
were the recipients of a delight- tor of the Benton
ful miscellaneous showy Monday Christ, has accepted a call to the Morgan & Heath.
friends
evening by a !lumber
at their home, in East Benton.
They were surprised by the crowd
in about eight
who trooped
o'clock bringing a largel number
of useful and ornamental gifts.
When you come to Benton, stop
at our store, make yourself at
home it don't matter whether you
want to buy or not, Morgan and
Heath.
Mrs. R. E. Foust and little
daughter, Jacqueline, left Thursday for Memphis to visit Mrs.
Foust's daughter, Miss Rebecca
Foust, who is attending school
there.
Morgan & Heath has a house
sellfull of goods, that they are
why
is
that
profit
Intell
ing for a
rs
they are gaining new custome
everyday.
Dr. and Mrs. V. A. Stilley left
Monday for Memphis where they
will attend the sessions of the
Southern Medical Association.
They motored through.
For a new shot gun, rifle, head
light, carbide, loaded shells, See
Morgan & Heath.
The Woman's Missionary Society of the M. E. Church elected
officers Monday afternqon in a
meeting at the church. Mrs. Ivory
Adair was re-elected president
for the coming year. Other officers chosen were: vice-president,
Mrs. V. A. Stilley; Social service,
Mrs. G. A. Combs, secretary, Mrs.
W. L. Prince, Local work, Mrs.
Harry A. Miller, Study Department, Mrs. John G. Lovett, Voice
agent, Mrs. Rollie Creason, SupA Brand New Shipment of More
plies, Mrs. Ethel Aaron, Treasur.
er, Mrs. R. R. Mc-Waters
Than 400 Pretty Styles that Girls
Drop in and take a look at our
will be Proud to Wear.
new Washington ranges, cook
heaters,
Moves, wood and coal
Sports and Dressy Styles In
Morgan & Heath.
Tweeds, Suedene,
Members of the Mendelssohn
Overplaids, Velours
club are practicing on a Christ$
and Novelty
mas Sonata which will be prethe
during
gs.
Coatin
time
some
sented
Christmak season at a date to be
Fur Collars and
announced.
Cuffs.
John T. Midyett was a busiSmartly styled and
ness visitor in Paris, Tennessee,
expertly tailored.
Monday.
saws,
axes,
7 to 14 years
salt,
Sizes
river
Ohio
Buy
files, stove pipe, dog irons from
Morgan & Heath.
J. T. Fields, of Route 4, transacted business in town- Saturday.
Mr. and Mrs.! B. L. Trevathan
and children sp nt Armistice Day
In Sedalia, Ky., s guests of Elder
I. A. Douthitt 4nd family.
• Attorney Ilol jD. Collie, of Birmingham, was 4 business visitor
in Benton Monday.
Miss Agnes Gardner, of Mayfield, ,epent the week end here
with 'her uncle, B. L. Trevathan
and family.
When you go or send to Morgan & Heath for a burial outfit,
you can depend on them helping
you in any way that help is needed.
Claud Anderson, of California,
arrived in Benton Saturday morning for a several days visit with
Coat, Vest, Two Long Trotuiers or
Long and One Golf Snicker
relatives' and friends. Mr. Anderson has been away from Marshall
All wool suits that
county for about eighteen years
the best values
are
and this is his first visit back
city. New
the
in
home. He is a son of the late
grays.
and
tans
Mitch Anderson.
Especially made
to stand the wear
and tear of the
school boy.
Single and double
breasted. Sizes 8 to
17 years—

n
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J. M. Bean spent Friday in Gilbertaville on business.
Mr. and Mrs. Gip Watkins and
little son, of Paducah, spent the
week end here with Mr. Watkin's
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Sam Watkins and in the county with Mrs.

Watkin's parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Rabe Wyatt.
Albert Shemwell has been confined to his home this week with
a serious attack of flu.
Mrs. K. G. Dunn was elected
superintendent of the Children's

department and Mrs. Hoy Hiett
chairman for publicity at the Woman's Missionary Society meeting
at the Methodist church Monday
evening.
Mr. and Mrs. Early T. Cross
and son, Billie, of Paducah, Spent
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Friday & Saturday

On Each Floor and in Every
Department - Bargailsis for
Thrifty Shoppers

Men's Beacon
BATHROBES

Knit Jersey Gloves
Vacuum Bottles
U. S. Work Shirts
Canvas Work Gloves
Work Suspenders

Beautiful India
Blanket. Designs. Silk cord
girdle trimming. All sizes.

Sheepskin Coals

Beaverized collars, tan, moleskin material:
Men's!
Four pockets, belt all around.
MEN'S JERSEY SWEATERS
Part wool, coat style, 2 pockets, V-neck. Can be
worn under coat fcr indoor or
outdoor use

OVER 10,000 PAIRS NEWEST STYLE

WINT ER
FOR WHOIA
THE FAMILY

Girls' Winter Coats AT4,THE0CITY'SoLNewOWEST0PRICES

A special characteristic of our Service is the
careful attention given
to every detail.
There is not' a single
part of the funeral arrangementi that 'does
not have tije personal attention of a capable and
resporisiblet . member of
the organization..
Our patrons can count
on thelughltful and Con-.
siderath treatment at all
times. !

BOYS' NEW WINTER

OVERCOATS
New all-wool overcoatings
in tans and grays, plaids
and overplaids and novelty mixtures — New loose
fitting, plain back style
—All wool plaid lining —
Sires 22 to 8 years —

:-:

Strap-Oxford Styles
High Grade Arch Support
Novelties
New Velvets, New Patents, New
Suedes, New Satins and Fancy
Leather Combinations in
Every Style Heel
Misses — Child's

SCHOOL or
DRESS SHOES
Strap, Ties, Oxfords, High Shoes.$
Neatly styled of
sturdy Patent.
Tan, Black Calf
leathers Good
leather soles.

TO

Button
Fari,!), combinations of Patent
and champagne
Kid and other
fancy colored
leather Goof.
Sizes to 8.

Women's — Misses

Smartest Fall OXFORDS
PUMPS-STRAPS
TIE STYLES
eatents, Velvets, Satins, Stroller
Tan Calf, Gun or Black Calf
Leathers — Every Style Heel
Main Floor.

First Step Shoes
Lace Downs — Button Turns
Patent, Smoked /—
Elks, Tan, Black
Kid, Finest Flexible leather soles

—Sizes to 5

Tan or Black Calf $
Leathers — Hal or
Blucher styles. Sizes
to 5,i.

.
Women's

STRAP GALOSHES
Guaranteed First Perfect Quality —Positively no damage i lii perfections or
.
,
punched merchandise. All siz

Heavy grade khaki cloth lined
with long wool sheepskin—
Large beaverette collar; woollined sleeves; leather reinforced pocl:ets; belt. Sizes 8 to 18
—Main Floor
years—
BLOUSES

BENTON.

Large, bright plaids and
overplalds in large selection of color combinations
—Sport collar, two pockets
— Elastic knit bottom —
Sizes 6 to 16 p ars — An
excellent value at—

"Anklette" Pumps

Brand New Fresh Stock

BOYS' FINE

15 rears
Experience in
Fineral
Directing

ROTS' ALL WOOL

LUMBERJACKS

Chic Smart

Fast colored percales In neat color
comblm.tions— Also
plain white, tan,
dark blue and dark
stripes — Sizes 6
to 16 —

Men's New Fall

Boys' Caps
KNICKERS I New r,,11 patteres
BOYS' 8C11001.

i+

Medium shades in
wool mixtures — I
Dark brown corDouble
—
duroy
stitched, reinforced
7 to
Sine
seams —
17 years—

_ Dray and tan
mixtures — P'ull
one-piece
lined,
top — An excellent value
—Main Floor
-

s-Oxfords
Dress Shoe
Attractive Models
In finest tan calf or black Lott',
leathers—Genuine welt construction
Flexible good wearing leather
soles. Sizes to 11.

:
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the week end here with Mr. Cross' Washington, D. C.,
parents. Mr. Cross left Sunday ducah, the guest of
Denver, Colorado, Mrs. Oscar Mt-Dan
night for
where he will remain till ChristMrs. 0. Iirmo're
mas. He recently formed a con- in Paducah To ,
nected with the American Rolling
-W. P. Williams
Mills Company as sales engineer Johem were in T.
for Armco railway culverts. Un- business Thursday
til a few months ago Mr. Cross
Mr. and Mrs. I
was chief surveying engineer for are adding a new
the Illinois Central at Metropolis, home in East Her
Ill. Mrs. Cross and eon are stay-B. L. Trevathai;
ing with her parents, Mr. and tended the tuner
rs. H. L. Griffith in Paducah services for Mr
until Mr. Cram returns.
grandmother, Mrs.
It will convince you who is than, at Almo, Thu
making the best prices on meat, ,Mrs. )11. A. Hartl
lard, sugar, flour, potatoes, cab- daughter, Lunen.bage and things to eat if you will visited her daught
notice the number of people that Starks and family.
are buying from Morgan & Heath. Sunday.
Messrs. Wilson
Mrs. Charley Morgan returned
have the cant
who
Saturday afternoon from Paducah
e bridges
concret
r,
accompanied by her daughte
tr
Miss Lillian, who suffered an at- .Ferry road have
fro
families
their
tack of appendicitis last week.
res
Miss Morgan is much improved Mr. Wilsim in
while .
but will spend several days here Addition
hou
with her parents until her com- living in the
an
Mr.
by
cupied
plete recovery.
Ht
in
south
Lucas
spend
you
when
in
mind
Keep
Juoith. the I2 y
a penny, fickle, dime or a dollar
of Mr. and M
ter
with us we appreciate it. Morgan
Graves c
Kaler:'
of
and Heath.
d in het
improve
ly
Rev. K. G. Dunn, pastor of the
Little IM
fever.
let
Benton . Methodist church left
been critically i
Tuesday morning for Memphis,
weeks anti impes !
Tenn., to attend the annual convery low Nt41.','
been
ference of the M. E. Church south
Mrs. More.
and
for this district. Other Methodist
in keldot
friends
church pastors in the county are
..‘ery..
re(
speedy
also attending the conference.
who h
Smith
Z.
There is nothing like knowing
l:t
the
in
a thing yourself when you want
\ l';i!
4,r:I
to know. We .401 burial outfits for
1"
$15.110
grown people as low as
•
and up according to the quality
demanded. Morgan & Heath.
!..I•r •
I.
T
John G. Lovett left Tuesday ',II
', I
Dawson Springs to spend the riznainder of the week.
NI
Keep us in mind when you are
in need of a new auto tire, inner
I')-. 111 -41 M
tube or car chain, Morgan and
11111( 11 M
Heath.
Misses Ernestine and Mildree
Th,.. Y.
Siress, Mr. Luther White and ("art
Greenfield motored to Cairo Sun”.v. ToTI e 1.
day to visit the formers cousins,
dered.
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Harr.
Song - (.1\• r.
For new furniture, rugs, floor
- !..
P.ible I. cOvering and house hold goods
n ..
call on Morgan & Heath.
Solon L. Palmer left Tuesday
1,11
Grace I
Memphis, Tenn.,
morning for
I'Serie
where he is attending the annualthee.
Methodist conferenec. Mr.-Palrq-ne
Aft,r
mer will he the guest of relatives of officer.
‘s hilt. in Metnithis.
lug office?' We-re
Morgan & Heath is a firm that
— M
Presid,
eu ha% e known for twenty years
int
and a firm that sells a good qualCorr. si..,n.lir
ity at a reasonable price, and a
El. F.
firm that has years of experience
S.
in funeral directing.
The Methodist Woman's Missionary Society members met at
the home of Mrs. Ethel Aaron
Wednesday afternoon and packed
Al
a box of food and clothing for
the Wesley Institute for a Thanks- Mary i :a.
giving gift. •
Evelyn M
Dr. C. E. Howard left Saturday Marga•e•
morning for Florida where he Mar
will spend several weeks. lie ac- ku . i
companied Luther Carson, of Pa- jiazel
ducah. and Mr. Carson's father, Jones. Mary
of Murray. The party intended Virginia John),
to make the trip by motor but in- or, Ina Jo Pa,
clement weather forced them to ham.
Geneva go by train.
Woods, Jrssie Gi
An apple tree in the orchard Lyon and Mrs.
of R. C.' (Bud) Cornwell, in Benton, is producing its second et-.1,
this year. It was until the et ,
ent cold spell. Children in ti,t
neighborhood were eating green
Re4-.1 II. R. 1
apples from the tree Just a few
...Jetted as pa...
days ago.
•
Mrs. Mary Grubbs, who has year,
Mr. and Mrs
been visiting her daughter and
other relatives in Virginia and ill 'veil fr(tm Hirul

•••••••••••4••••••
•
Hare You Gotten You
•
•

n
Ba
ll
Ba
:
•
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t Friday in Gil- Watkin's parents, Mr. and
neSS.
Rabe Wyatt.
pp Watkins and. Albert Shemwell has been conucah. spent the, fined to his home this week with
th Mr. Watkin's, a serious attack of flu.
Mrs. Sam WatMrs. K. G. Dunn was elected
unty with Mrs. superintendent of the Children's

department and Mrs. Hoy Riett
chairman for publicity at the Woman's Missionary Society meeting
at the Methodist church Monday
evening.
Mr. and Mrs. Early T. Cross
and.son, Billie; of Paducah, spent
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Men's Beacon
BATHROBES
Beautiful India
Blanket. Designs. Silk cord
girdle trimming. All sizes.

Knit Jersey Gloves
Vacuum Bottles
U. S. Work Shirts
Canvas Work Gloves
Work Suspenders

Sheepskin Coals
Nien•s! Beaverlzed collars, tan, moleskin
Polir pockets, belt all around.

MEN'S JERSEY SWEATERS
l'art wool. coat style. t pockets, V-neck.
worn under goat fcr indoor or
outdoor use

Can h.

$2.9S

VINt I'ER
FOR MOLL
THE FAMILY

1E CI1'i'S4 OWEST0PRICES

• "Anklette" Pumps

•••••••4•••••••••••••••;

Button
Fan.:y combinations of Patent
and champagne
Kid and other
fancy colored
leather top,.
Sizes to 8.

Smartest Fall OXFORDS
PUMPS-STRAPS
TIE STYLES
c;Ltt.nts, Velvets, Satins, Stroller
Tan Calf, Gun or Black Calf
Leathers—Every Style Heel
Main Floor.
Infants' —

Cana?

Boys' & Little Gents' School

Shoes-Oxfords /
tent, Smoked
, Tan, Black
d, Finest Flexe leather soles

Have You Gotten Your

•
•
•

Women's

STRAP GALOSHES
Brand New Fresh Stock

rfeet Quality —Posii
p erfeetions or
All sizes.

Men's New Fall

Dress Shoes-Oxfords
Attractive Models
in finest tan calf or black Lott'
pothers—Genuine welt construction
Flexible good wearing leather
soles. Sizes to 11.

:
Ball Band •
•
o
••
•
.• Rubbers, Overshoes,
Boots, Golashes
••:

•:

Many

Other Great Values
Winter Needs

in

•
at
••
:•.I.M. Tichenor & Sons
Calvert City, Ky.

mu iiiiiiinninimitunnioninintiliumnitinniiiiiimmutinnining

•

Sharpe girls, while the boys had Mrs. M. L. Scott.
after which they motored to
a tie. Both teams did excellent
Miss Gladys Allen and Miss ducal).
playing.
Prudy Lawrence attended teachDr. H. T. Carter who has
The pupils are progressing era meeting at Benton Saturday, iri'.!the hospital is improyed.
nicely on the play which is to be
given on Nov. 23rd. Don't forget
the date you can't afford to miss
it.
We are very glad to have Mr.
and Mrs. Cash back from Florida.
They are making their home with

Were you one of the more than 6,000,000 people who wort
Kinney Shoes last year? If not you may learn now that your shoe
dollar goes farther at Kinney's than any where else. Kinney's prices
are low but Kinney quality is high. SeUing through our own stores
the shoes soanufacnired In our own live large factories enables you to
buy good shoes for much less money.
2Ths. Wolfe's best coffee
Vbs. Wolfe's extra best coffee

•
•
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Men's Black or tan
or
WORK
DRESS
SHOE. Heavy Glossa:lite sole which is guarfollows:as
anteed
"We, the manufacturers GUARANTEE that
the GLEASONITE
NON-SLIP SAFESOLING used on these
Men's shoes is perfect
and that this GLEASONITE NON-SLIP safe
,soling will give four
months of satisfactory
wear.

45e
55c
1.00

15Ibm. of Sugar
Large size can Yellow Cling peach
2lbs. Evaporated peaches
Large Prunes per pound
2 15oz. pkgs. Sunmaid Raisins
3Ths. of Great Northern or Navy Beans
3 cans pork and beans
6 boxes Matches
15 oz. can Sardines with tomato sauce
6 bars Laundry soap, any kind
3 boxes E-Z Flow salt
lib Shredded Cocanut
3 cans Merry War Lye
I brass King or Soap saver wash board
Telephone Batteries, per pair
No. 2 Wash Tub
I qt. Mustard

20c
25c
10e
25c
25c
25c
I8c
.I5c
25c
I Oe
30c
..25c
55c
75c
65e
20c

"Same Goods for Less Money"

YO PE MI SO MEETS AT
CHURCH MONDAY NIGHT

Sturdy Stylish

New Velvets. New Patents, Newl
Suedes, New Satins and Fan
Leather Combinations in
Every Style Heel

Mrs. Winters will teach music in
the school.
Mrs. Herbert Downs has returned home from Harvey, Ill.,
where she has been with her
husband fo; the last few months.
Sharpe mild Gilbertsville high
school girls and boys played one
of the most interesting games of
the season here last Friday. The
scores being 5 to 2 in favor of

Next doer to Bank of Marshall County.

Tan or Black Calf
Leathers — Sal or
Blucher styles. .si7e.
to 5

High Grade Arch Support
Novelties

I

A

Washington, D. C., is back in Paducah, the guest of her daughter.
Mts. Oscar McDaniel.
Mrs. 0. Brnadon wit', a visitor
in d'aducah Tuesday.
W. P. Williams and Chas. X.
Jones were in Trigg county on
business Thursday.
Mr. and Mrs. Ruby E. Bailey
are adding a new room to their
home in East Benton this week.
B. L. Trevathan and family attended the funeral and burial
services for Mr. Trevathan's
grandmother, Mrs. Rosalie Trevathan, at Alm, Thursday.
Mrs. M. A. Hartley and granddaughter, Lunelle, of Paducah.
visited her daughter, Mrs. L. W.
Starks and family Saturday and
Sunday.
Messrs. Wilson and" Burklou,
who have the contract for several
concrete bridges on the Eggner's
Ferry road have moved here with
their families from Wingo, Ky.
Mr. Wilson is residing in Cole's
Addition while Mr. Burklou is
living in the house formerly occupied by Mr. and Mrs. Homer
Lucas in south Benton.
Judith. the 12 year old daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Ira Morgan,
Kaler, Graves county is slightly improved in her illness of scarlet fever. Little..aiss Morgan has
been critically ill for several
weeks and hopes for her life have
been very low several 'times. Mr.
and Mrs. Morgan) have many
friends in Benton who wish her
speedy recovery..
Z. Smith who has been clerking
in the Benton Post office for several years has been promoted to
the Paducah post office. Mr.
Smith has been succeeded here by
Lester Tolbert, son of Mr. and
Mrs T T Tolbert of Scale
W. II. Midyett continues ill at
the home here of his son, John T.
Midyett.

Mqises Ernestine and Mildred
The Yo Pe Mi So met at the
Sire, Mr. Luther White and Carl
Greehfield motored to Cairo Sun- Methodist church Monday night.
day to visit the formers cousins, The following program was rendered.
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Harr.
For new furniture, rugs, floor ‘i Song — Give me thy heart.
Bible lesson—Elizabeth Combs.
covering and house hold goods
Piano solo — Evelyn Midyett
call on Morgan & Heath.
What I mean
Solon L. Palmer left Tuesday
morning for
Memphis, Tenn., Grace Lovett a
Song — ,He
where he is attending the annual
thee.
Methodilt conferenc9.
. Mr. PalAfter the pr ram the election
mer will be the guest of relatives
officers took lace. The followof
while in Memphis.
Morgan & Heath is a firm that ing officer were elected:
President — lary Lyles.
you have known for twenty years
V. President
Rubie Smith.
and a firm that sells a good qualCorrespondin Secretary—Mary
ity at a reasonable price, and a
firm that has years of experience F. Eley.
Secretary — essie Gibson.
in, funeral directing.
Treasurer — race Lovett.
;The Methodist Woman's MisSupt. of Publ city—Ruth Jones.
sionary Society members met at
Supt. of Stud — Mary Brooks
the home of Mrs. Ethel Aaron
Wednesday afternoon and packed Lovett.
Among thos
present were:a box of food and clothing for
Elizabeth
Corn's,
Rubie Smith,
the Wesley Institute for a ThanksMary
Frank
El
Grace Lovett,
y,
giving gift.
Dr. C. E. Howard left Saturday Evelyn Midyet , Minerva Cox,
morning for Florida where he Margaret Bar es, Hilda Pace,
will spend several weeks. He ac- Mary Brooks •vett, Zula Burkcompanied Luther Carson, of Pa- lou, Inez Burkl u, Lucy Downing,
ducah,,and Mr. Carson's father, Hazel Jones, A ene Lovett, Ruth
of Murray. The party intended Jones, Mary Lyles, Willie Cox,
to make the trip by motor but in- Virginia Johnson, Rubye McGregclement weather forced them to or, Ina Jo Pace, Mary L. Burnham, Geneva Coie,
Elizabeth
go by train.
An apple tree in the orchard Woods, Jessie Gibson, Ernestine
of R. .C. (Bud) Cornwell, in Ben- Lyon and Mrs. H. H. Lovett.
ton, is producing its second crop
this year. It was until the present cold spell. Children in the
neighborhood were eating green
apples from the tree just a few
Rev. H. R. Burkhart was redays ago.
elected as pastor for another
Mrs. Mary Grubbs, who has year.
been visiting her daughter and
Mr. and Mrs. W. H. Minters
other relatives in Virginia and moved from Birmingham here and

.-- Strap -Oxford Styles6

Strap. Ties. Oxfords, High shoes,
Neatly styled ot
sturdy Patent.
Tan. Black Calf
leather s Good
leather soles

e week end here with Mr. Cross'
p rents. Mr. Cross left Sunday
ni ht for
Denver,
Colorado,
wh e he will remain till Christmaim. He recently formed a connected with the American Rolling
Mills Company as sales engineer
for Armco railway culverts. Until a few months ago Mr. Cross
Was chief surveying engineer for
the Illinois Central at Metropolis,
Ill. Mrs. Cross and son are staying with her parents, Mr. and
rm. H. L. Griffith in Paducah
until Mr. Cross returns,
It will convince you who is
making the best prices on meat,
lard, sugar, flour, potatoes, cabbage and things to eat if you will
notice the number of people that
are buying from Morgan & Heath.
Mrs. Charley Morgan returned
Saturday afternoon from Paducah
accompanied by her daughter,
Miss Lillian, who suffered an attack of appendicitis last week.
Miss Morgan Is much improved
but will spend several days here
wittrher parents until her complete recovery.
Keep in mind when you spend
a penny, nickle, dime or a dollar
with us we appreciate it. Morgan
and Heath.
Rev. K. G. Dunn, pastor of the
Benton Methodist church , left
Tuesday morning for Memphis,
Tenn., to attend the annual conference of the M. E. Church south
for this district. Other Methodist
church pastors in the county are
also ttending the conference.
ThOre is nothing like knowing
a thing yourself when you want
to knbw. We sell burial outfits for
grown people as low as $15.00
and up according to the quality
demaAnded, Morgan & Heath.
Jon G. Lovett left Tuesday for
DawSon ,Springs to spend the remainider of the week.
Keil) us in mind when you are
in ned of a new auto tire, inner
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Benton, Ky.

This is an unusual buy in
both large and small,
basketball shoe. It's the famous Ralph Jones SPECIAL.
It has heavy durable canvas
uppers with ankle protection
and heavy, positive non-slip
soles
and substantial toe
guards. The illustration of the
shoe here is exact. Only-

Boy's,

-$2.79—

We arp pleased to welcome the return of the First District Educational Association to Paducah after an absence of two years. We'll be glad to have you come in
to see us while,in Paducah.
The Longest Wearing
Topcoat
EVER DEVELOPED

Guaranteed for
Three Years
The Knit-Tex Coats are different
from any you have seen—and they
are smarter looking. Herringbone
weaves have been injected into these
knitted fabrics that give them the
style that goes with expensive imported woolens. Warm as toast, nonwrinkable; light as a feather and
guaranteed to wear three years.
Knit-tex is the coat that should go
with your WOrsted-tex Suit. Get it
today,

We promise you that your Worsted-tex Suit will wear as well as any
suit you can buy.at any price or we
will replace it.
We promise you that your friends
will think it cost you $60 not $40.

Genuine Calfskins, Prime
Soles. Newest styles.

We promise you that if you once
wear a Worsted-tex you .will never
buy any other kind of suit.
Nothing like it has
red to the public at

We've sold more than five thousand
pairs without a complaint.
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Court day) upon a credit of six the lands of John and Jane Reed26 acres
months the following described er, deceased, containing
the
same
being
and
poles
and 40
iroperty, to-wit:
W.
J.
mortgagor,
the
sold
land
be30 acres, more or less, and
McManus,
J.,
Nancy
by
McManus,
acres
48
the
of
end
ng the west
if land heretofore conveyed by daughter and only heir of David
B. L. Bell and wife to this plain- Reeder, deceased, (see deed book
tiff R. S. Shemwell by deed dated No. 16, page 341 for further deOctober 22, 1917, and of record scription) on record in deed book
in deed book No. 42, page 62, in 31, page 515, dated December 23,
Court 1903.
County
Marshall
he
Clerk's office. Said 48 acres being ALSO:One-fourth interest in lot No.
described as follows: Being the
the above mentioned divisio
in
8
Cutcheon
old
north half of the
homestead containing 48 acres containing 26 acres and 125
more or less, and is part of the poles, allotted the McManus heirs
N. E. and S. W. Qrs. of Sec. 31, in John Reeder, deceased, divisT. 5, R. 3, east; the south line of ion.
Or a suffticiency thereof to prothis land being a picket fence
the sums of money so orderduce
west.
to
running across from east
The above 48 acres of land being ed to be made. For the purchase
a part of the land conveyed to R. price the purchaser with approvHolmes by G. R. Allen and being ed security or securities must exthe same land conveyed to the ecute bond, bearing legal intersaid R. Holmes to B. L. Bell by est from the day of sale until
deed dated October 26, 1906, and paid, and having the force and
recorded in Deed Book 32, page effect of a Judgment. Bidders
to comply
prepared
Court will be
County
156, Marshall
terms.
these
with
promptly
Clerk's office.
A. N. DUKE,
ALSO:Special Commissioner
LOT No. 7 in the divisions of

ACCESS1151LrFY TO
• MAMMOTII CAVE
NATIONAL PARK AREA
//.., POPULATION
CENTERS OF TI4E EAST

Sam. far from the sections of large tional park activities. IncidentalThe great population centers of der the auspices of Uncle
ly, the association points out, the
the may are population. The success of the
the entire East and Middle West, The cities shown on
movement is an opportunity for
project will give
Cave
Mammoth
the
of
ride
hours
24
within
all
Kentucky and its neighbors to
will be within easy reach of Mamciti- perform a service for themselves
American
of
mass
great
the
76,reside
radius
to
soon
this
Park,
In
area.
moth Cave National
develop from the effort to raise 000,000 people. National Parks zens an opportunity to take ad- by doing something for the na$2,500,000 now going forward until the present have all been vantage of the government's na- tion.
among the people of Kentucky
and bordering regions of adjoinand hay will take part in a thousing states. The accompanying
of
proximity
close
map shows the
and different contests for the
Mr. Roy Shadwick and Miss
this area, in the very heart of
highest honors of our basic in- Babe Story will announced their
Kentucky, to the nation's largest
dustry. These animals will in- wedding for the early marriage
industrial centers. The map was
clude the outstanding individuals on November 12, which they are
prepared by the Mammoth Cave
to. Miss
of over 40 breeds of live stock both looking forward
National Park Association, which
Mr. and
of
is the daughter
has been designated by Congress
which have proven the sensation Story
ShadMr.
and
Story
Richard
Mrs.
as the official agency to raise the
local and state fairs, of the recent fair circuits of the wick is the son of Mr. and Mrs.
the
for
year
money needed to purchase the
result in a great United States and Canada and Ben Shadwick. They are both very
area. Congress has also author- are expected to
among Culvert City and
ized the acceptance of the area of outpouring of stockmen and far- others which are being fitted popular
friends who will miss
many
have
their
of
70,618 acres by the Federal gov- mers and the products
solely for the show-ring of the
are leaving for Flint,
they
celethem,
anniversary
28th
the
ernment, and its perpetual main- skill at
International.
soon as their wedas
Michigan
Walter Biggar of
tenance and development as a bration of the International Live
over.
is
ding
from
Chicago
National Park. The bill was ap- Stock Exposition in
Scotland, is coming across the
proved by the President, May Nov. 26th to Dec. 3rd. The spirit Atlantio to judge the individual
AGREE TO,ELL SCRUBS
of the Thanksgiving season, a- fat bullocks and select the gran d
25, 1926.
display
champion of the show, whilei Thirty-five Trimble county farAccess to this governmentally roused by the wonderful
supervised recreation center will of the bounties of nature, will be Lieutenant Arnold Caddy of Au- mers agreed to sell their scrub
be easy for millions of persons. the keynote of this gathering, ac- stralia will make the official a-, bulls, during the recent purebred
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Take out a policy today and you'll
have no more cause foraxiety regarding
your property. Safe from fire, it duly insured, it will be a source of satisfaction,
not worry to yourself and your family.

Successors to Ely &"Long
"IT'S RIGHT IF WE WRITE IT"
Office over Bank of Marshall County

Benton, Ky.
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Betwesii the powerful wheels
of big trucks and
the rough

buses and

surfaces

on • the

highways are the strong, sturdy Firestone

Truck and Bus

'Pneumatic Tires-they are the
reason for the efficiency and
low operating costs of thousands of these great machines.

Modern
Equipment

You will find them just SS
economical and serviceable beneath the wheels of your truck
or bus - and their prices are

one to send gifts to ALL their friends.
But at small expense, greeting cards
may be sent to a large number, who will
deeply appreciate that you remember
them.
We have a handsome sample book
with many pretty cards at a wide variance
of prices.

very low.

Modern
method5
Courteous
Service

A Phone Call Will Bring a
Representative
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the lands of John and Jane Reeder, deceased, containing 26 acres
and 40 poles and being the same
land sold the mortgagor, J. W.
McManus, by Nancy J. McManus,
daughter and only heir of David
Reeder, deceased, (see deed book
No. 16. page 341 for further description) on record in deed book
31, page 515, dated December 23,
1903.
ALSO:—
One-fourth interest in lot No.
8 in the above mentioned divisio
containing 26 acres and 126
poles, allotted the McManus Mks
in John Reeder, deceased, divis-

ion.
Or a sufficiency thereof to produce the sums of money so ordered to be made. For the purchase
price the purchaser with approved security or securities must execute bond, bearing legal interest from the day of sale until
paid, and having the force and
effect of a Judgment. Bidders
will be prepared to comply
promptly with these terms.
A. N. DUKE,
Special Commissioner
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Beneath
the Wheels
of Commerce
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Between the powerful wheels
of big trucks and buses and
the rough surfaces on the
highways are the strolls, sturTruck and Bus

low operating costs of thousands of these great machines.
You will find them just as
economical and serviceable beneath the wheels of your truck
or bus — and their prices are

!R E. FOUST
Dentist

very low.
Let us talk this over today.
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"Authorized Ford Sales & Service"
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Better Teeth

r ,Co.
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VERT CITY

We'll Trade

la

Draffen Motor Co.
LI \

DRAFFEN BROTHERc

Better 1-Tea1th[,

DEPARTMENT STORE
CALVERT CITY,

Your Children
Are they strong, alert and vigorous; or pale, weak,
cross and inactive? If the latter, very likely they
are suffering with intestinal worms, and need

WHITE'S Cream WRMIFUGE
The worm -expeller with a 50-year record of
success. • • • • A few doses are sufficient.
Sold By

Nelson-Ford Drug Co.
BENTON, KY.
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SSIONER' SALE

COMMISSIONER' SALE

SHERIFF'S SALE

Take out, a policy today and you'll
have no more cause for anxiety regarding
your property. Safe from fire, it duly insured, it will be a source of satisfaction,
not worry to. yourself and your family.
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Office, City National Bank Bldg. ecute bond, bearing legal interest Gatlin Fergerson Co., Bu. Coal
50.26
58.68
•
Oct.
1927
Oil,
paid,
&
Gas
until
Co.,
Standard Oil
From the day of sale
4.00
and having the force and effect S. T. Ross, I day M. F. C.
4.00
bf a judgment. Bidders will be E. C. Ross: 1 day M. F. C.
Wise motorists know that Goodyear•
4.00
C.
F.
with
these
M.
J. M. Green, 1 day
Prepared to comply
is a prescription for
4.00
Tires, with their famous, road gripping•
0. A. Rudd, 1 day M. F. C
COLDS, GRIPPE, FLU, DENGUE, terms.
•
•
H. A. MILLER
winter
Sal ply, List poll tax payers
safest
the
are
BILIOUS FEVER AND
Tread,
ather
All-We
•
4.50
Sheriff of Marshall County Cleve Rudolph, R. W.
MALARIA.
driving equipment. The big blocks of sulbr.
S.
D.
3231
Lilly,
Louis
Gardner,
by
W. N.
It Kills the germs.
1265...029653
9
Jno. Bradley, B. W. & Nails
•per-tough rubber are scientifically de-•
Bud Putman, R. W.
9.60•signed for maximum 'traction. We have•
S. J. Rudd, B. W.
29.75
Joe Rayburn, Driving tractor
20.75•your size—fresh new stock—at the most•
John Green, grading
•
00•attractive prices we have ever offered.
0..0
38
7
Lex English, driving- tractor
•
70.00
Jno. Rayburn, grading
Clay Nelson, work with grader
14.00
W. L. Anderson, Team & B. W.
2.00
19.
W.
B.
Edwards,
Genie
Elbert Hiett, sewer work
8.00
Solon Hiett, sewer work
We'll give you a fair allowarkle on your pre7.50
Tom'Russell, 2 1-2 sewer work
sent equipment and fix you up with new Goody ears ati4.50
Herman Moore, 1 1-2 sewer work
around. Here is a real opportunity to ienitty Goodyear
advantages.

Ell.L10$3 V 3SE

,
Court day) upon a• credit of six
months 'the following described
lroperty. to-wit:
30 acres, more or less, and berg the west end of the 48 acres
if land heretofore conveyed by
B. L. Bell and wife to this plaintiff R. S. Shemwell by deed dated,
October 22, 1917, and of record
;.ri deed book No. 42,'page 62, in
he
Marshall County Court
Clerk's office. Said 481acres being
lescribed as follows:l Being the
north half of the old Cutcheon
homestead • containing 48 acres
more or less.' and is part of the
N. E. and S. W. Qrs.;of Sec. 31,
T. 5, R. 3, east; the s4uth line of
this land being a pleket fence
running across from east to west.
The above 48 acres of land being
a part of the land cortveyed to R.
Holmes by G. R. Allen and being
the same land conveyed to the
said R. Holmes to B.;L Bell by
deed dated October 26, 1906, and
recorded in Deed Bodk 32, page
456, Marshall
County
Court
Clerk's office.
ALSO:—
TOT No 7 in tte; divisions of

commissioNER, SALE
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:BENTON FILLING STATION:
•
•
: J.
•
I.

Benton, Ky.

•
•

•

M. TICHENOR & SONS :
Calvert City, Ky.

•
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I
ing after a several days illness.
high school.
s
Benof
Miss Charlene Darnall
Mr. and Mrs. Joe S. Rowe, of
,
of
guest
end
week
the
Mert
was
ton
Paducah and Mr. and Mrs.
and Gertrude
J. Draffen were the dinner guests Misses Novilee
of Mr. and Mrs. G. L. Draffen Draffen.
Mrs. Lester Fisk and children
Sunday.
ill
is
of
Detroit are spending several
Howard
Lou
Mettle
Little
with typhoid fever at the home weeks with Mrs. Fisk's brothers,
of her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Dil- V. H. and Willie Mobley and famlies. They will later move to Oak
lard Howard.
Less Zachrey, whoh as been a Level to reside.
Mary Elizabeth and Joe Bill
natient at the I. C. hospital for
be
to
are on the sick list this
able
is
English
days,
the past ten
week.
At home.
Mrs. J. M. Fields and Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. Clifton King, of
Wyatt were visitors in
with
Freeman
M.
Sunday
Paducah, spent
Benton Monday.
And Mrs. Milburn Davis.
Mr. and Mrs. Victor Anderson
Misses Arlene Stahl and Lula
viawere
children of Paducah were
Palma,
and
of
Mae Young,
'tors in town Saturday evening. here Sunday enroute to Hamlet to
The Rev. Martin Peck preached visit Rev. P. M. Anderson and
it Canada school house Sunday family. •
Mr. and Mrs. Artemus Pace and
Afternoon.
Yancy Norman, of Sharpe, was Mrs. Jane Alexander, J. D. Franklin and Wallace Lindsey attended
During the bad weal hr. all you need to do is call
a visitor in town Saturday.
Mrs. T. L. Harper and Mrs. J. the Noles funeral and burial Sat"Brandon's" and give your order, and you will receive the
S. Campbell of Route 1, were urday afternoon.
same high quality eatables you would have selected personMiss Ora Bastin and Miss Nova
ally.
shoppers in town Monday.
Paduremain ill at their homes
of
Gordon
Miller;
Georgia
Miss
WEEK
ITEMS, THIS
NEW
days'
here.
few
a
New
near
for
celery,
home
at
is
Michigan
cah
lettuce,
head
Iceburg
Fancy
Mr. and Mrs. Cletus English
/hilt with her parents, Mr. and
Jersey Cranberries, Green l'eppers, Grape Fruit, Oranges,
Eta oi1L Per.
1.
daughter were the week end
Route
of
g
and
Miller,
A.
Everythin
Alva
kinds.
Mrs.
all
of
Lemons, Bananas, Evaporated fruit
and
English
Tedd Anderson has opened a guests of Marshall
nice in fresh meats.
tew barber shop in the annex of family at Calvert City.
Mr. and Mrs. Rip Fiser were
'hillips' restaurant.
Mrs. Vila Howard left Satur- visitors in Benton Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Marvin Holland H. Mobley. Several hands are emMack McWaters who is emlay for Jackson, Mich., to visit
having a hand- ployed and the work will be finher daughter, Mrs. Frank Hall, ployed on the I. C. R. R. was here of Route 7 are
erected. Their ished as soon as possible.
home
new
H.
J.
some
father
Monday visiting his
tnd Mr. Hall. Grant English returned from
residence was destroyed by fire
Mr. and Mrs. J. A. Green were McWaters.
Monday.
Paducah
THE HOUSE THAT SERVICE BUILT
ago.
Willie Mobley is improving af- a few weeks
n Reidland Monday. ,
M. L. Franklin remains
Mrs.
Benton
in
was
English
Pete
A crowd gathered at Mrs. T. ter an illness of tonsilitis.
ill at her home near here.
Jewel Cornwell and Luther Go- Monday on business.
0. Davis' Sunday November 13th.
Marvin- Chandler of Route 4,
..on
nicely
ng
progressi
is
Work
Those present were: Mr. and Mrs. heen of Paducah were here Sunhere Saturday ,on business.
was
V.
by
of 1927.
erected
being
residence
am.
the
Owen Davis and two children of day enroute to Birmingh
Mr. Harrell is the son of Mr. Vincenens, Ind., Robert Carson,
and Mrs. John J. Harrell of Cal- (kf Vincenns, Ind., Mr. and Mrs.
'A wedding of much interest vert City, and for the past few Tinsley Ruggles and children of
was that of Miss Gladys Dees andl years has been engaged in fac- Gilbertsville, Mr. and Mrs. Dave
Mr. Harry Harrell, which took'
Davis, Mr. W E. Alvey and famtory work in Detroit, Mich.
ily, Mrs. Mabel PetwaY and son,
place last Friday, Nov. 11 at Ben- 1
ton, with the Rev. N. S. CastleArtie, Mr. and Mrs.' Henry Davis
Mr. and Mrs. Arnold of Bloom- ind son Hermon of Paducah, Mr.
berry officiating.
Mrs. Harrell is the daughter of j ington, Ill., spent the week end
cl Mrs. Guy Alvey of Detroit,
Mr. and Mrs. L. S. Dees Jr., of . with their daughter, Miss Lena Mich., Mr. Lessie Alvey, Miss
Gilbertsville, and is a graduate of Arnold who is teaChing the home !,illian Alvey. AB reported al nice
Calvert high school in the class peenemies denartmont in Calvert , ime.
Owen Davis returned to his
home in Vincenns, Ind., Monday.
I have sold my interest in the Benton Motor Co.

Atwater Kent
RADIO

'1

PRICES REDUCED
QUALITY
IMPROVED
Let Us Demonbtrate

Do Your Marketing
at Home

Nelson-Ford Drug Co.

•

CALVERT CITY

TO THE PUBLIC

FIDDLER CONIES
AT

AUR RA
Saturday Night, Nov. 19
"est Quartette, any selection - $2.00, given by the teachers of the
Aurora School.
. $1.00 by J. F. Mord16
;est Vocal Solo, any selection
-test Piano Solo
. .... $1.00 by school
$1.00 by sclioo!
lest Reading
Necktie, G. C. Harrison
Jest Harp Solo,
$1.00 by Rey Rudolph
Best Hawaiian Music
$1.00 by School
•
Joy
Soldier's
Best Fiddler Playing
$1.00 by Hedge Henson
Best Fiddler playing- Over the Waves
$1.00 by Z. E. Inman
Best Fiddler playing Turkey in the Straw
$1.00 by school
Best Fiddler playing Arkansas Traveler
. $1.00 by Roy Johnston
Beet Fiddler playing Dixie
Best Fiddler playing Silver Threads Among the Gold-$1.00, given
by One Johnston.
$2.50 lity Hardin Bank
-Best Violin Solo, any selection
$3.50 by school
Best all-around Fiddler
$1.00 by school
+
Oldest Fiddler
Necktie by Davenport Bros.
Youngest Fitdler,
pair Silk Hose, by Mrs. Ovie Johnston
Best Banjo Solo,
Box Candy by P. H. Rudolph
Best Dancer
sack of flour, C. H. Bradley
$1.25
Calling
Pig
at
Vilest
Chicken, Mrs. W. M. Stewart
Best at Chicken Calling •

15c and 25c

Admission

Salt
W

Mrs Wilfred Chandler is spend;ng this week at Benton the guest
)f her mother Mrs. Mayme Clark.
Henry Wallace of Gilbertsville
Route 1, was a business visitor
lere Monday.
Lonnie McDaniel was in Benon Saturday on business.
Mrs. Walt Chandler is improv-

A ng

For daily market prices on all
kinds of cattle, hogs, sheep awl
veal. Call Fred Titsworth, Sharpe
exchange or address Little Cytfc
press, Ky., R. 1.

1111101101111.1111111I

ELECTRIC lighting - two men
at a cost of $150.00 can have all
conveniences of electricity with
Delco light. L. A. McKeel, Mur
3-1-2S
ray, Ky.
WANTED TO BUY veals hogs,
beef cattle, milch cows, anything
in the live stock ,line. Phone
Sharpe Exchange or write Jamie
tf
Vaughn, Benton R. 6.

211 BROADWAY.

WANTED! Anmbitious, industrious person to introduce and
supply the demand for Rawleigh
HOusehold Products in Marshall
',•ounty. Make sales of $150 to
$600 a month or more. Rawleigh
Methods 'iet business everywhere
No selling experience required.
We supply Products, Sales and
Advertising Literature and Service Methods - everything you
need. Profits increased every
month. Lowest prices; best values; most complete service.
W. T. Rawleigh Co., Dept KY122,
N25p
Freeport, Ill.

Ohio Tver Salt

1

$2.50
/.00
.55
.35

DRAFFEN BROTHERS
DEPARTMENT STORE
KENTUCKY

CALVERT CITY,

R.E. Bail2y.

PADUCAH,

idsrdEREEREFIRSREREfaRefinefaigalat.

Offering Women Smart Modes at the Fen.
Special Price of

others $19.50 up to $69.50
Many a woman wants to save on the purchase of a
new Coat without sacrificing any part of style. For
this reason we know that this special offering will
appeal-presenting fashionable models of suede
velour and venice, with the new colors, collars and
cuffs attractively yegesented. All sizes.

The Furs Are Richly Smart

m
Fox
Mendoza Beaver Vicuna
Marten
Wolf
Welcome to the F. D. E. A.
are glad to welcome the teachers
back to Paducah for the annual F. 1). E.
A. and extend aispecial 'invitation to the
lady members to visit our store.
We

•

46.

r-

...011••••••••••••••

o.040

KENTUCKY

1,,
•
it
Coat Spectai
$2950

Blacksmithing and horseshoeing at cope Bros shop. J. II.
N18c
Wells
FOR SALE - A few good big
nice early hatched cockerels of
the following breeds, Buff Orphington, White Legohrns, Barred Rocks, R. I. Reds, price $1.50
to $2.00, also a few Leghorn pullets, June hatched, price reasonable, call at once, we need the
room. Crest-Cote Poultry Farm,
Benton, Ky,
RABBITS wanted. Will buy
each Saturday and Tuesday if delivered at the end of Main street
near depot. I will have some one
stationed here who will pay in
cash 15 and 18 cents each. Large
and small quanities accepted. Jim
ltc.
Lee Wyatt.

:-:

It Would Be l4 rise to Shay e
This

SAWMILLS for sale at $150.00
each, ties and short lumber, write
for full particulars. W. S. Lowery,;
Star Route, Marion, KY.
Ni8p

280 lb. Bbl.
/00 lb. in cotton bag
50 lbs. in cotton bag
% 25 lbs. in cotton bag

1

BRIENSBURG

CLASSIFIED

PROGRAM

to my partner, W. P. Williams, and have retired from
the company. I want to thank .all those whose patronage made our company a success and to assure
all Chevrolet owners that they swill receive the same
high character of service under Jr. Wlliiams' ownership that they obtained when we were partners. As
I sever my business relationship with Mr. Williams,.I
do so with the kindliest feeling and with sincere wishes for his continued success.

4

•

4,396 Lnches Gain! !
To date, in 1927, The TribuneDemocrat has carried 4,396
inches MORE advertising than
for the same period last year.

THE

TRIBUNE,DEMOCRAT

z

Closest Finish on Record in Lieutenant-Governor's Race
This Year.

The biggest red beet on record
in Marshall county was produced
by Dan Castleberry, near Benton,
this 3rear an is on display now
at Gatlin-Feirgerson store. The
huge beet was grown by Mr..
Castleberry in his garden this
year.
The monster vegetable weighs
eleven pounds and is 23 and a
fourth inches in circumference at
the thickest part. The body of the
beet is 13 1-2 inches and from its
tip to the tops of the leaves measures 31 inches.

$1.00 A YEAR

TWO PASTORS ARE
MOVED; OTHERS TO
RETURN TO COUNTY

Monster Beet Grown FIDDLER CONTEST
BREATHITT WINS
by Dan Castlel?erry
THURSDAY NIGHT
BY 159 BALLOTS

••

The Tribune-Democrat is on
Its way toward its fifth consecutive year of advertising
and circulation increase

"Kentucky's Most Progressive Weekly Newspaper"

BENTON, KENTUCKY.FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 25, 1927

VOL. XLV; NO. 47.
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Always Growth

All Recepits Go To Kentucky
Children's Home; No
Expenses.

Changek Made at Calvert City
and Hardin; Dunn, Stacks,
Crews Retained.

According to those who are
Louisville, Nov. 21. — James
the affair, huge atsponsoring
Breathitt, Jr., a Democrat, was
expected at the Old
is
tendance
TS
a
PADUCAH DISTRICT ‘Eelected lieutenant-governor by
be
will
which
Contest
Fiddler's
advanHis
votes.
majority of 159
NEW PRESIDING ELDER
given. here Thanksgiving, Thurstage was the smallest on record
day night for the benefit of the
in an election for such an imporFew changes were made in the
Kentucky Children's Home. All
total
The
Kentucky.
taut office in
pastors in this section
Methodist
contributed
being
are
expenses
vote, though not formally releasof the annual conferresult
a
as
to
be
expected
sum
is
nice
a
and
ed, was known to exceed 705,000.
was concluded at
which
ence
and
unfortunate
for
the
realized
Hopkinsville
The victory of the
Sunday.
Tenn.,
Memphis,
the
state.
of
children
homeless
candidate over E. E. Nelson, WilSyl
was made
Fisher
Rev.
The
be
will
Pifty cents admission
liamsburg, was decided today
elder
the
of
presiding
Paducah
many
Louiscontributions
and
charged
in
vote
when the official
the
Rev. J.
succeeding
district,
who
those
from
expected
became
are
county
Jefferson
and
ville
Mack Jenkins who had completed
are unable to come but still wish
known.
Losers of Membership Campaign to help do something for the ora four year term. Rev. Fisher
This situation of a Republican
has been presiding elder of the
phans.
WinWhile
Eat
Beans
To
DeMogovernor with a staff of
Dyersburg circuit and will be
Led, by the two Benton bnaks,
cratic state officers has no parners Have Turkey.
there by Rev. Jenkins.
succeeded
who have given $10 in cash each,
allel in the history of the state.
K. G. Dunn, comes
Rev.
The
a
the merchants of the town have
However, when A. 0. Stanley,
membership contributed the richest prizes
Turkey-Bean
A
for his second
back
to-Benton
several
Democrat, was governor
contest was instituted by the ever offered here and a literal
A. Crews, at
L.
Rev.
while
year
secwas
Republican
a
ago
years
at the
club
Progress
Men's
Young
V. Stacks itt
and
C.
Birmingham,
also
host of fiddlers is expected to
retary of state. Mr. Stanley
Friday at Pace's
meeting
regular
Man
Leaves
Leaves
Young
for
year.
return
another
Esteemed
Brewers
Matron
Ridge
was
Union
which
Aged
compete.
figured in an election
Cafe.
A.
will
Goforth
H.
be
Rev.
The
the
in
vote
close
the
to
recalled by
Mother, Sister, Brother
Husband, Son and DaughGeorge E. Long and R. L. Wade
pastor of the Calivert City circuit
EDITORIAL
Breathitt-Nelson race. Mr. StanMourn Death.
ter to Mourn.
were selected as captains af the
this year, succeeding the Rey: H.
ley had a margin of 468 votes in two teams and choose alternately
Come early if you want a seat
T. Sanson.
Morrow,
P.
Edwin
back
turning
until each member of the club because Marshall county people
known
well
30,
aged
Pace,
a
Carl
aged
84,
Sweet,
Mrs..Mahala
Assignments for the Paducah
Republican nominee to succeed
was included on one of the are going to show the orphans Avell known and deeply respected young business man of Benton,
district are as follows:,
himself as chief executive of the
county)
this
are
from
them
of
(16
teahls.
matron of the Union Ridge com- succumbed Saturday at his home
commonwealth.
Presiding elder, Syl Fisher, ArThe contest will end Friday; that we still have a warm place
Thursday, in Benton to a several weeks ill- lington and Milburn, J. T. Bagsuccumbed
munity,
also
and
them
that
for
our
heart
in
Friends of Mr. Breathitt's
the
regular
December 2nd and at
home on ness of complications. Mr. Pace by; Bardwell and Wickliffe, W.
pointed out today that his great- :uncheon on December 23rd, Fri- we want to do something for November 17th, at her
a ling- moved to Benton from Scale J. Mecoy; Barlow Station, A. J.
following
5,
Route
Benton
great uncle, John Breathitt, of lay before Christmas, the win- them besides give three cheers.
about three years ago and since Meaders;, Benton Station, K. G.
complications.
of
illness
ering
lieuLogan county, was elected
ners will have turkey while the
the
residing here had been connected Dunn; Birmingham circuit, L. A.
of
member
a
was
Sweet
Mrs.
alago
century
tenant-governor a
losers must be content with beans.
with his brother-in-law, L. E. Cox Crews; Brewers circuit, C. V.
Baptist
Missionary
Ridge
Union
most to the day. John Breathitt
Each member of both teams is
the grocery business and later Stacks, supply; Calvert City, cirin
devotunusually
was
and
church
was the only Democrat elected on Actively working for increased
Max Wolfe.
with
ed.
later
years
Four
cuit, H. A. Goforth; Clinton Stathat occasion.
membership and a warm race is
LOCAL
Oak
husband,
the
a
of
was
member
her
Be
by
survived
is
governor.
She
tion, R. W. Hood; East Clinton
elected
was
he
being fought out for the honor of Eggs
39 John Sweet, a well known farmer Valley Church of Christ and by circuit F. E. Gibs4n, supply; Kevdistonight
eatof
winning and the privilege
Figures compiled
Large Hens & Springers
17 of that section, one daughter, his quiet friendly personality won il circuit, S. C. Evans, La Center
cleseed that Jpdge Sampson had ;ng game meat instead of veget- Leg. Hens & Springers
13
Mrs. A. T . Butler, of Paducah, many friends who join thel family circuit, C. 0. Frey; Lone Oak and
a margin of 32.123 votes over ables.
07
Roosters
son, Will Sweet, of Route 5, in mourning his untimely death. Mckendree, W. W. Henley; Lowes
one
received
former
winner
The club voted that
-w-+Be'ckham. The
18 seven grandchildren
Butter ..
and one ;Mr. Pace is survived i by his circuit, A. G. Childress; Mayfield
77,858 votes in Jefferson county members might be re-instated Geese
09 .great grandchild. Mr. and Mrs.
mother, Mrs. Eliza Pace, pf Ben- circuit, J. A. Kelly; Mayfield,
(Louisville), increasing his total without payment of the initation Ducks
12 Sweet had been Married 58 years
one sister, Mrs. L. E. Cox of First Church, It. A. Clark.
ton;
71,got
loser
ree. All business and professional
to 399,700 while the
death.
her
of
time
the
at
Paducah — Broadway, T. W.
Arizona and one brother,
Bisbee,
county,
to
Jefferson
eligible
are
in
Benton
of
votes
men
941
EAST ST. LOUIS LIVESTOCK
Funeral services were conduct- Clifton Pace, of Paducah, and Lewis; Fountain Avenue, A. N.
membership in the club.
giving him a total of 367,567.
East St. Louis, Ill., ...ov. 12. (U. ed from. the Union Ridge Baptist many other letter` relatives and Goforth; Guthrie and Northside,
Breathitt had a total of 352,85.81
W. M. Tidwell; Third Street, E. L.
Nelfor
352,699
Dept. of Agri.) — Hogs —Re- church at two. thirty o'clock Fri- friends.
S.
with
compared
as
Or. Huey To Preach
cepits, 13,000; strong to 10c high- day afternoon by Elder J. J.
Funeral services were conduct- Morgan; Tyler and Arcadia, C. E.
son. The vote in Jefferson county
at Baptist Church 'jr; bulk 160 pounds to 180 Gough and burial was in the Un- ed Sunday afternoon at the grave Fiser; Reidjand circuit, H. P.
iwas: Breathitt, 71,454; Nelson,
pounds, $8.6508.85; 190 pounds ion Ridge cemetery, Morgan and by Elder D. W. Gilliam in the Lasley; West Clinton circuit, A.
75,486.
Dr. Iluey, of the Baptist Or- up, $8.900 9.10; top, $9.15; desir- Heath in charge.
For governor, Sampson, 399,presence of a large number and L. Mays; Wingo circuit, W. D.
will
of
Louisville,
Home,
phan's
Sampible light lights, $8.500 8.75; good
burial was in the Everett ceme- Dunn. Principal, Berry High •
700; Beckham. 367,567;
BapBenton
the
at
pulpit
the
fill
SPLIT
TEAMS
sows,
CALVERT
32,133.
packing
8.40;
1
$86pjgs,
majority,
tery, arrangements by Fred Fil- school, J. F.' Moore, Broadway
son's
Quarterly Conference.
WITH WICKLIFFE FIVES beck.
For lieutenant-governor, Brea- tist church at three services next $7.75/8.
The Rev. Rains will be pastor
been
announced.
it
has
Sunday,
Cattle — Receipts 6,000; calves
thitt, 352,858; Nelson, 352,699,
the Hardin cirtuit, which is
a.
of
11
nb,
will
at
preach
Dr.
Huey
basketball
City
medium
in
159.
Calvert
steers
The
majority,
most
3,500;
INDUSTRIAL SECRETARY
Breathitt's
2:30 and 7 p. m.
HERE TO MAKE SURVEY in the Paris district.
flesh;' a few loads steady at $10.- teams got an even break with
Annual Thanksgiving services 500 13.25; Western steers unsold; Wickliffe Friday night on the
it the Benton Baptist church will little inpuiry for heifers; talking latter's court, the girls winning
C. C. Ousley, of Louisville, exbe held Thursday morning at ten lower on cows, all cutters and 12 to 7 to offset the boy's defeat ecutive secretary of the Associ,'clock. The public is cordially bulls; good and choice vealers 50c 34 to 9. It was one of the worst ated Industries, of Kentucky, was
invited to this service also.
defeats the Calvert City boys have in Benton Friday making a surhigher at $14.75.
Sheep—Receipts 1,500; no early received in many,moons.
vey of Marshall county for a seAged Matron of West Part of FIELDS—SMITli
The girls rallied in the last ries of phamplets on the counties
bidding lower on fat
sales;
MARRIAGE ANNOUNCED lambs; indication other classes quarter to win an exciting game. of Kentucky which is being pub- Young Man, 21 Expires of TuberCounty Survived by Two
cular
owner of/re ill-fated tank.
Peritonitis
at eady.
lished by the association.
Sons.
Briensburg — Mr. and Mrs.
$aturday.
Facts about eacli'county in the
Boone Fields of 1516 Trimble at.
are being broadcast by the
state
Mrs. Ahart, aged 89, a well- Paducah, announce the' marriage
Thanksgiving Proclamation
association throughout the UnitJoe Vernon Smith, 21, son of
known matron of the west part of their daughter, Wilma to Mr.
States and include a general Mrs. Lawrence Copeland, expired
ed
STATES
UNITED
THE
OF
PRESIDENT
THE
BY
on
Saturday,
Smith
Raymond
Sunday
of the county, succumbed
description of the county, its pop- Saturday, the 19th, at his home
at the home of her son, Jack November 19th.
ulation, mineral resources, bond- six miles west, of Benton followUnder the guidance and watchful care of a divine and benefiThe marriage of Miss Fields
Ahart, on Benton Route 1.
indebtedness, its surface and
ed
Mrs. Ahart is also survived by and Mr. Smith was very quietly cent Providence, this country has been carried safely through an- soil,' water supply, crops, timber, ing a long illness of tubercular
light
the
us
peritonitis.
one other son, Reuben Ahart, of .lolemnized Saturday afternoon at other year. Almighty God has continued to bestow upon
highways, educational advantBesides his mother, he is sur4 o'clock. Mr. and Mrs. Smith of His countenance and we have prospered. Not only have we enjoyed
Illinois.
ages, cities and towns and oppor- vived by one sister, two brothers
spiritual
in
and
wisdom
in
advanced
have
we
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your bail. It's not to be used unless you attempt to leave town.
Then it's to be used as an order
of arrest, and you'll be put in a
cell and brought into court like
any other man accused of a felony."
"But—this is an outrage!" said
Phil, with a sinking heart.
He knew what had happened.
John Ballard had had that letter
from Viola, and this was his way
of meeting the new situation it
had created. To argue would be
useless—among other things, it
would result in a revelation to
Jordan of what had happened in
Ventnor, and of his last and
worst blunder in nullifying the
effect of the visit of the man
Smith.
"I'm sorry, Mr. Hardin," said
the officer again. It nay be an
outrage, as you say, but that'
not my business. I can: only obey
my orders"
"Oh. I understdod that!" said
Phil. "But—"
"Come, sir," said the officer.
"Won't you nun the can back into
the garage and go back to the
hotel? Then I won't hive to arrest you. There's no wieh on any
one's part to make you any more
uncomfortable that can be helped.
My orders are to be as gentle
with you as possible."
"All right!" Phil ga‘ie in, with
a groan. "Do your orders apply
only to me?"
"To all the gentlemei under indictment," said the off cer. "You
see, with the trial beg' ning first
thing in the mornin , you all
have to be in court coi stantly—"
"Oh, all right!" sai Phil. If
Jordan was as powerle s to move
as himself it was all ight. At
least—it wasn't all rig it. It was
all Wrong. But it wa
at least
bearable.
Disgustedly he backed his car,
got out then and walked back to
the hotel and up to Jordan's

"I'll start at once and be back
here before breakfast."
John Ballard rises from pover"Do that!"
ty to District Attorneyship. He
"Why does he have to go himSUBSCRIPTION RATES
loves Viola Ruskin, but Fate weds self?" asked Jordan. "He'll run
One Year, in Marshall County
$1.00 he to Hardin, an old chum, now ' his car into a ditch or something"!
One Year, in Kentucky
1.50 President of a great railroad, and
"I'm the only one who knows
One Year, outside of Kentucky
2.00 putty to Jordan, money king. how to open the safe," said Phil.
Jordan's greed causes a grave "And look here, Jordan, I'm sick
wreck. John grimly purposes to and tired of your sneers. You talk
Advertising Rates Upon Application
put the officials in jail. Phil .4s if I were the one who'd made
:earns Viola loves John, and all this trouble!"
threatens disclosure of an old
•
"You are!"
Myer-Both Full Feature Advertising Service
college brawl. John refuses to be
"You're a liar! You're the one
.!oerced, and Viola abets him.
rhen Phil, turning on Jordan, who would never spend a cent on
takes command, remembering old making the road safe to operate.
-Democrat
papers of his father's that may I wanted to—I didn't want to see
The only basis upon which The Tribune
the property dun down and
clear the company.
expects patronage is upon MERIT. A 'constant effort is
smashed the way it has been. If
being devoted toward continually improving the value
you Ask me you're a murderer or
CHAPTER XIV—Continued
and interest of the paper.
is !food as a murderer. If I were
not
mixed up with you the way
',Just this!" said Phil. "I beThe Tribune-Democrat endeavors to be a wholesome,
I
am
I'd be glad to see you conlieve that the things that were
complete and accurate country newspaper, giving to the
victed and breaking reek in a
done,
that
you
say,
were
illegal
people of this county a full and faithful newspaper seras they were done by us as offi- striped suit!"
vice without prejudice toward any opinion, belief or poljals of the N. Y. and; C. V. R. R. "Come—come," said Judge Goricy that does not conflict with the best interests of any
would have been absolutely with- don. "This is on time for quarrels
We've got,
in the law if they'd been done by among ourselves.
people; yet without fear to criticise what appears to be
thanks
to
this
idea
of
Hardin's,
the
directors
of
this
holding
corright
withwrong and to endorse that which appears to be
one chance to beat Ballard. Let's
poration."
out regard to the popularity of its stand.
"I see your idea!" said Jordan, take it and settle any private disputes we may have afterward
suddenly excited.
when we're out of the woods."
' "But of course," Phil went on
"That's good sense. I didn't
"the holding company hasn't own- mean to sneer, Phil," said Jordan.
ner, Misses Ina MacPherson and ed any N. Y. and C. V. stock for
"Let's forget it. We're both under
Katherine Myers .and Mr. J. G. some years—"
a strain and overwrought. Shake
Paducah were the Sunof
Myres
(('arried over from last week)
hands, boy—"
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Mar- "Why hasn't it?' said Jordan.
day
Mr. arimi Mrs. Gaston Fiser and vin
"Exactly!
Where
are
its
"All t Tight,'" said Phil sullen
Culp.
books?" said Judge Gordan. •
sons wbre Visitors in Paducah
still.
He held out his hand. "But
Mobley
Mr. and Mrs. Willie
Find
"I have them," said Phil. I don't 'iwant to ,hear any more
and son W. J. were the week end
J. F. Purky of Paducah was
guests of Mr. and Mrs. E. P. "They're in my private safe at talk likd that." .
home. But what good are they—" "Forget it," said Jordan again.
here Monday qn business.
Mobley on Route 8.
"Get them—at once!" said Gor- "Pull yourself together, Phil.
Mr. and Mrs. Wallace Chandler
W. W. Wilson and family were dan. "They can be
doctored. It Better take someone to drive your
and daughters were the Sunday visitors in Calvert City Sunday
can be made to appear that the car—you're too tired. That was
guests of Mr. and Mrs. J. D. a ftet•noon.
company actually owned a con- all I meant. I was only thinking "Why haven't you ; started?"
Franklin.
Mr. and Mrs. Wallace Lintisey trolliog interest during the
said Jordan, staring at him.
whole of you, old boy."
Amos Penny was in Benton were the Sunday guests of Mr.
time
covered
• Phil told hint. Jordan turned on
by
Ballard's.
inVesMonday on business.
"Is that so? First time on rec- Judge Gordon.
and Mrs. Will Hunt at Paducah. tigation—"
ord if you were! I never knew you
Will Story and family were the
Mrs. Marvin Chandler, who has
"By God
— Is that legal? Can they do
you've saved us,
to think of anyme but yourself."
been seriously ill of pneumonia, Sunday guests of Mr. and Mrs. without knowing it!" cried
this?" he. asked. .
Jor"Well, well, I guess we all do
Fred Luter at Palma.
is i1( \V improving.
The lawyer shrugged his shouldan.
that
most of the time," said Judge ders.
SoloBessie
Misses Jessie and
M:•. and Mrs. Marvin Culp and
"Not so last I'm not so sure
children, Mrs. W. 11. Ilastin, Mr. mon, Mrs. Barney. Boyd and Elvis lf that yet," said the' lawyer. rlori.on soothingly. "Come along, "They've done it," he said. "ToHardin."
and Mrs. W. T. Holly and grand- Noles of Paducah were here Sat- "But there's a chance at
morrow probably I could do spmeleast.
I
Phil went out, truculently, and
and
son attended the Noles funeral urday attending the funeral
must have the books and the char- to the garage where he had left thing. But tonight—well, you
and burial at the Noles cemetery horial of 'Mr. Tom Noles.
ter. All the other records I need his car. But when he started to hnow the old story of the man
Mr. and Mrs. Oscar English are here. If that
S•at•irday. 'afternoon.
charter is really drive out a man leaped on the who was arrested ond put in a
Mr. R. C. Boyd continues .ser- and nephew Charles Tatum of sweeping—"
cell. His lawyer went to see him
running board. He showed a met- i.od heard his story. And when
ieusly ill at his home near Mt. Route 1, Mrs. Nina English and
"It
is.
My
father controlled the al badge.
Carmel following a stroke of par- children of Route 9, and Mrs. J. legislature
absolutely in those
"Sorry, Mr. Hardin." he said
were
the
Paducah
W. Miller, of
alysis a few weeks ago.
:lays, and he got exactly what his "But my orders are that you are
Mr. and. Mrs. E. W. Chandler Sunday guests of Mr. and Mrs.. lawyers wanted.
ft was when he not to leave town,"
Poritc 9. and Dr. and Mrs. War- Pete English.
first began buying up competing
"Who gave you those orders?"
motor .bus lines, Old there was an said Phil, startled. "Look here—
—.mirawmimmaimErassiusw,av attack on us for mohopolizing get off my car! I'm not a prisontraffic--"
"It sound good—if sahnds bet"Yes, sir — that's exactly what
ter and better.!" said Gordon. "I you are," said the officer. "A
think I see a way\liowi soon can I prisoner—out on bail. And —
V. A. STibLEY, JR.
you get back hers with those Judge Andrews signed an order
books?"
late this afternoon cancelling
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he had heard it he said: "But
they can't put you in jail for
that!' And his client said: Is that
so? Well, that's fine. Only—here
I am, in jail!'"
"By God—I'm in no mood to
hear jokes!" said Jordan. "What
are we going to do?"
"I'll get those papers," said
Phil. "Viola knows the combination of the safe. She can bring
me the box that has those papers
in it—I have the only key to that.
But she can open the safe and get
the box. I'll call her up at once."
He suited the action to the
word. In ten minutes he was talking to Viola and explaining exactly what was wanted.
"Yes, I understand", she said.
"The small box marked P. H.,
Personal. Very well. I'll get it and
bring it to you. I will drive over
—I can get Hastings to drive me."
"Well—that settles that!" said
Phil, hanging up in relief. "If
Viola says she'll do anything it's
as good as .done."
"I'll feel better when we have
the papers here," said Judge
Gordon. HP stood by the window.
"It's an ugly night—raining like
the devil!"
"That's what worries me," said
Vice Uresident .Roberts. He shuddered. "You know the bridge
over Ram's Creek, just outside of
town here? I've been wanting it
to be rebuilt for three years. I
went out there this afternoon, and
I don't like the looks of the east
pier at all. If much more water
piles up above the bridge it may
go out."
"You're a croaker, Roberts,'
said Jordan impatiently.
"Maybe — but it's on my conscience. There's a weak dam a
few miles upstream. It that should
let go nothing eould save that
bridge."
:`Oh, hell—'let's have a drink
and stop worrying!" said Phil.

Back in Ventnor, after she received Phil's telephone message,
Viola went quietly about her
preparations for her trip. She
had been in bed when his call
came, and ,she rose and dressed
at once, patising only to telephone
orders for the car in which she
was to travel to be brought
around.
The rain beat violently, against
her windows as she dressed. A
rising gale howled abOat t4o
house. • But that didn't matter.
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and he would be free from
thralldom of fear in which,
so many years, Henry Jordan
held him, as he had held his 1:
er before him. That at least wo
be clear gain.
•
Her'own course was perk
clear in her mind., She loved .1
Ballard; she kneii., at last,
completely she had.always lo
him. But her duty held her to
man she had married, for bc
for worse. So she saw it.
would wait. When, if he were
to prison, he came out, she w
be waiting for him, ready to t
up life with him again. She- wo
utter no word of reproach;
would tell him only that, for
as for society, his imprison
bad wiped the slate clean. W
would come of that must dep
upon him.
She was ready at last.
black box in her hand, she w
down to the waiting car, with
antioua, protesting maid to h
arp-umbrella over her.
"It's a bad night for drivi
madam," said the chauffeur, as
wrapped a rug about her.
"I'm not worried, when yo
driving, Hastings," she said.
do my best, madam.
can't hope to make very g
time."
"I don't want you to try, H
ings. It makes no difference w
we get there, if only we get
before daylight."
"I think we can count on
ing that, Mrs. Hardin," he 8:
with a smile.
She lay back.
comforts
enough', on the wide, deep seat
the luxurious car. She could
nothing, once they were un
way, but the twin path of li
from the' headlights: the r dimmed the windows so that, t
were useless.
Viols could hear the stea
hum of the big motor; the scot
ing sound of the tires. The ro
was good, in the main; the t
was easy. After a time she dm
And then a sudden jerk aw
her. She saw other light; w
thrown across the seat; felt
.; sudden lurch of the car. Dism
ed, she waited. Then Bastin
unhurt, opened the doer,
(To be continutql ,
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CHAPTER XV

Dentist

in

would be dry and warm and comfortable in the big iimousine;
Hastings was a trustworthy and
wholly dependable driver who
could be counted upon to get her
to Plainsville as quickly as safe
driving would permit.
She wondered a little, as she
opened the safe, what new and
desperate cast Phil was making
now. But she welcomed the opportunity to serve him legitimately. She was sorrier for Phil than
she had ever been for anyone in
her life. He was, it seemed to her,
an utterly wasted man. He had
had every opportunity that good
birth, and wealth, and an assured position could give him, and
he had made nothing of any of
them.
In her own mind she had very
little doubt of the outcome of the
trial. She knew John Ballard, and
ahe knew, too, the rottenness, the
fundamental weakness of any
case the defence could build up.
Phil, her husband, the man whose
name she bore, was going to prison. In a way she was almost glad.
pHoiassibbe. sheoldy w'ould suffer; it was
thought, she almost
hoped, that through that suffering
his soul would be reborn and that
he might yet make something of
his life.
At least if this happened to him
this disgrac.e of imprisonment,
the worst would hre cotne about,
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in
pot
cid
10.%%.nt to see him rising gale howled altionk 10
And %Olen house. Rut that didn't.- matter.
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in school at Sharpe played as a
Teem
GIRLS successful forward. Upon enter- to be on the track.
BASKETBALL
•
Elizabeth (Betty) Howard, is
•
R.P. D.
Slurs
ing the Calvert high school, due
the daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Captian Burrlene (Curly)
to her excellent ability at scor- Allie Howard, of Howard's Grove
ing close flashy crips, becomes
and is an important member of
we believe one of the best forthe Calvert Sophomore class. Miss
wards known to the Calvert basHoward no doubt gained her uniketball association. Trixie doesn't
que knowledge of basketball at
care 80 TW1Ch for scoring herself,
Howard's Grove as she played as
but places the ball in the care of a forward while in the grades
the one that is in the clear.
there. After entering high school
Trixie has a winning smile and she has played as center, guard
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friends and ball games.
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the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Howard will be qualified to fill
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is an important member of the player and is always smiling. We
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are expecting her to make a real
dum as her name seems to indiccenter for the team in '29.
ate for she is very intelligent on
Written by Clarence L. Freethe court and in the study room. man at the request of Capt. BurThe writer is unprepared to say
lene Holland.
just where she received her name.
She also plays forward on our
HARDIN BOYS; BREWERS
basketball team. Her favorite
GIRLS WIN HERE FRIDAY
shot is a rainbow single which
In a double header basketball
some people say is just luck, but
if it is luck then we can say that game at the tobacco barn here
she is the luckiest forward that Friday night, the Hardin boys
ever played. Dummy plays a defeated Brewers 21 to 20 while
At this time of the year, when the
hard fighting game when losing the Brewers girls took the measautomobile needs tuning up for the hard
ure of the Benton girls by the
as well as when winning.
winter driving we urge you to bring yours
Reetta "Swish" Blackwell, is score of 16 to 8.
The boys game was close and
the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Erfor prompt, expert attention.
all the way through
exciting
is
nest Blackwell of Altona, and
a member of the sophomore class while the girls game was more inOur entire mechanical force is based
of '28. Swish attended the Saun- teresting than usual.

!R E. FO1JST
Dentist

Betterneth

Better Health!,

GUMDIPPING

SERVICE

makes possible the
superior

---With Mechanics to do it.
---With Equipment to
Modernize it

Strength
Endurance
Flexibility
of

---And a desire to serve
back of it*
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Are You Thankful
for HOME
'Thanksgiving is the day when we all
around our firesides and be
should
thankfut,for our many blessings.
EverY9ne, no matter where they may
roam alwavs wants to be at home on this
Holiday. ‘,
"Be it exer so humble there's no place
like home" aid home, whether a cottage
or mansion,\ should always be kept in
.+I.4 .ep:\ir.
. Whether y u are planning to build,
remodel or repa see us for the material
-always accurat ly represented, and fairly priced.

on the highest quality and most dependable service that can be demanded by
motorists.

T,ather

O. Ilmndon
Lumber Company
"The Home of Good Wood Goods"
KENTUCKY
BENTON,
•

4

•

reston

WE SERVICE ANY MAKE OF AUTOMOBILE
—And Will Appreciate Your Business—

Come in today and see for
yourself the remarkable beauty
of the new Chevrolet. Drive it
and get the thrill of its smooth,
powerful, performance

TIRES

Thanksgiving
Dinner
At our regular Sunday dinner price,
we are going to serve a Thanksgiving Dinner of TURKEY WITH ALL THE.TRIMMINGS that you will long remember.

Bea‘117rifu Chevrolet

"All the World is Flocking to Chevrolet"

Benton Motor Co.
Chevrolet Dealers
KENTUCKY

BE

QUALITY

AT

LOW

COST

Come in and enjoy this good diniler
and Thanksgiving with us. We'll make
you feel at home.

Whiteway Cafe
011ie Mathis, Mgr,

, Gum-Dipping is an extra added Firestone manufacturing process whereby every cord is saturated and made more enduring and more flexible by the application of pure rubber. The entire cord structure of Firestone Tires is therefore superior to that of any other.
The better service and mileage you
get from Firestone Tires is only logical.
Nevertheless, they are selling at very
low prices.
"MOST MILES PER DOLLAR"

Draffen Motor Co.
"Authorized Ford Sales & Service"

BEN*ON,

CALVERT CITY

ARAFFEN BROTHERS
DEPARTMENT STORE
CALVERT CITY,

KENTUCKY

-•

S
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Woman's Club will meet Thurs- Strow has been in the hospital for don't matter whether you want ; Missouri, spent the week end in
day, December 1st, with Mrs. L. the past two weeks.
to buy or not, Morgan & Heath. the county with relatives and
L. Washburn.
When you come to Benton,
Arthur Travis, of Little Cy- friends.
Mr. and Mrs. Edd Acree, of St. drop in and warm by our fire, press Route 1, was a visitor
Morgan & Heath are buying a
in
Louis, are spending several days make yourself at home, talk with Benton Friday.
lot of new goods to sell for 5, 10.
here with Mr. Acree's brother, R. our friends and customers, it
Chester Phillips, of St. Louis, 15 and 25 cents. Call in everytime
M. Acree and family, and sister,
Mrs. J. D. Petsrson and family.
B. D. Johnston, of Murray, was
E. E. Lovett, of Route 4, was
Brien Johnston, of Route 6,
a visitor in Benton Tuesday.
II
in town on business Tuesday.
was a business visitor in Benton
Ezra Rose, of Route 3, was in
The Church Grove Community Friday morning.
II
town on business Tuesday after- Club met Saturday, November 19,
We are selling Dr. Hesses II
noon.
at two o'clock with Mrs. A. T. stock and poultry tonic in large U I
The Rev. and Mrs. James T. Green. The hobse was beautifully packages and in 251b pails. Come I I
Bagby and sons, of Arlington, decorated with chrysanthemums in and get prices, Morgan and
XY" Will spend Wednesday and and pot flowers. The scripture Heath.
Thursday in Marshall
Mres. Elizabeth Lyon returned I I
county reading was from the 16th chapter of Matthew. After the busi- home
visiting friends.
morning from
Friday
You will hear a lot of people ness session a two course lunch- Louisville and Frankfort where
saying we are spending our rea- eon was served. Thirteen mem- she spent several days on busiII
dy cash with Morgan & Heath, bers and one visitor were pre- ness.
where they have and will extend sent. The club will meet next SatHud Strow is recovering from I I
urday with Mrs. Henry G. Finch an operation on his foot at the
us credit.
The Rev. K. G. Dunn, pastor of and all members are requested by St. Joseph's Infirmary in Louis- I I
the Benton Methodist church ar- the secretary, Mrs. M. U. Siress, ville and is expected to return I I
home in a few days, according to I t
rived home Monday night from to be present..
Memphis where he attended the
Keep us in mind. If you are go- news received by frends here.' Mr. I I
annual conference. While is_Mem- ing to move to yourself. We will
II
phis, Rev. Dunn unni•went. an make you some low prices on
I.
operation for the removal of ton- stoves, furniture, rugs and other
II
sils at the Methodist hospital.
goods that you will need, Morgan
Be sure to get our prices on and Heath.
II
new ranges, cook stoves, wood and
Wavel Reed, of Kansas, who
I
I
coal heaters. Our prices are right, formerly resided near Oak Level,
A special characterisII
Morgan & Heath.
Our cut-cost Grocery Department will save you enough on
arrived Friday for a week's visit
tic of our Service is the
B. L. Trevathan was a busi- with friends and relatives in the
II
needs for your Thanksgiving dinner to add an extra course or
ness visitor in Paducah Monday. county.
careful attention given
II
two.
Mrs. F. P. Humphrey continues
II
Solon L. Palmer motored to
to every detail.
in a critical condition at her Cadiz Tuesday to visit his niece,
II
Come in Wednesday or Thursday morning and carry home
There is not a single
home in Cole's Addition following Mrs. Solon Palmer, Jr., of New
II
a
basket
a stroke of paralysis a week ago York City, who is visiting relaor two of quality food at the lowest prices. You'll be
part of the funeral arII
Sunday.
tivea there.
pleasantl
y surprised at the low prices that prevail here all the
rangements
that does
II
Mrs. Will Ely has been ill with
We want to sell you a new shot
time.
not have the personal atan attack of appendicitis.
gun, rifle, head light, carbide,
II
You will hear all of the school and loaded shells, Morgan and
tention of a capable and
II
boys and girls boosting for Mor- Heath.
responsible
member
of
gan & Heath.
The Mother's Department of the
UI

c

you come to Benton. Morgan and I Friday from Memphis when
Heath.
attended the M. E. Confer,
Solon L Palmer returned home and also the wedding qf his ni

ews

Julian Shoppe
Specials for
Thanksgiving Week

aRemea&%$wakRERRonetaiwi

Market Basket Bargains
For Thanksgiving!
at
Wolfe's
Cash
and
Carry!

15 Years
Experience in
Funeral
Directing
BENTON,

:-:

Thanksgiving Sale of Fine

COATS
Coats that sold up to Coats that sold up to
$29.75—Thanksgiving $39.75—Thanksgiving
Special . . . . Special .

19.95

II
II
II
II

1

24.95 -

Thanksgiving Wed Sale of Dresses

HARDWARE

Iit

MORGAN AND
HEATH

Unusual reductions on our regular stock of
beautiful Coats, Dresses and Hats, beginning
Tuesday morning.

Buy Your Needs Here and SAVE!
GROCERIES

Responsibility

the organization.
Our patrons can count
on thoughtful and considerate treatment at all
times.

and the F. D. E. A.

Are you4eady for winter in the hardware line? If not, you
will find everything here in the way of stoves, stove and fireplace accessories, coal, saws, axes, hammers, builders' tools and
hardware of all kinds.
See our complete and closely priced display of aluminumware, Queensware and kitchen utensils of all kinds.

One group that sold
up to $19.75-Thanksgiving. Special-

One group that sold
up to V6.75-Thanksgiving
1: Special- -

9.4.95

$9.95

20 Percent Reduction Ott AU Our Better

Gatlin Fergerson Co.

Exclusive But Xot
423 BROADWAY,

INCORPORATED
DEPARTMENT STORE

BENTON,

PAliCcAll,

'KENTUCKY

KY.

VW(
;
14Porr17-171- iat-i=

sp,,,r

ACTItINICSIMAS AU MALT, litY191I WILL

FULD

TifiAt

- -

Yc u'll Save Here on All Groceries
Cabbage, per /00 lb.

$1.65

2 tbs. Wolfe's Best Coffee
2tb5 Wolfe's Ex‘ra Best Coffee
151bs Sugar
Large size can Yellow Cling Peaches
2lbs Evaporated Peaches
Large Prunes, per lb
2 15 oz. Pkgs. Sunmaid Raisins
3tbs of Great Northern or Navy Beans
3 cans Pork and Beans
6 boxes Matches
15 oz. Can Sardines with tomato sauce
6 bars Laundry Soap, any kind
3 boxes E-Z Flow .401t
ltb. Shredded Cocolinut
3 cans Merry War Lye
1 Brass King or Soap Saver Wash Board
Telephone Batteries, per pair
No. 2 Wash Tub
1 Qt. Mustard

LADIES'

PADUCAH,

95c
55c
1.00
20c
2c
10c
25c
25c
25e
18c
15e
25c
10c
30c
25c
55c
75c
65c
20c

DEPARTMENT
SECOND

KENTUCKY

FLOOR
BEN I'RENIi EL. 1110..

Buick welcomes this searching test
Examine Buick carefully, part by part. Go into every hicklea
detail. There you'll discover the secret of Buick'• famous;
dependability and long life—acamicl, atiarcly construction
throughout.
Etti-y your car as you woukl a home. Examine thoroughly.
Make critical comparisons.Buick',cloacae* rho aearching mt.

Coats and Dresties
We have re-arranged our entire stock for a week's selling at price .4EDUCTIONS for Thanksgiving.
Hundreds of new garments have just been unpacked and
are here for your choosing.

SEDANS $1195 t• $1995
•
CCUPlit$ $1195 so $1830
SPORT MODELS $1195••$1521
am pray f
MAL. oprwerosoras oar owa.oldissl
lb G.N.A.C_ liammem•P.air moo 111011016a•

EVERY COAT AND DRESS REDUCED

BUICKf9r1928

COATS

"Same Goods for Less Money"
Benton, K

•••••
• •••••••••••••••••••
f• Wanted! I
•
•
•

FARMER -PURDOM BUICK CO.
MURRAN.

RI \T1110

Whether you have in mind a Dress or Sport Coat---taere's one among the smart new
arrivals—lwondrous fur trimmings in all the new furs—Fashion's desired colors and the
smart models are all combined in Coats ItERUCED TO—

OVER 500 DRESSES A'4
REDUCED!

We're Thankful to You
on this

25 '37 s,49
'57 '68 '88

• Poultry and
•
•
•
Eggs
•
•
•
• HIGHEST MARKE
•
•

1

PreviThanksgivino Reductions

Wolfe's Cash & Carry
Next door to Bank of Marshall County.

From rooir to asement•
that the way to buy a car

$8.95
DRESSES

T PRICES
•
ALWAYS PAID
•
•

For

choice

and

Silk

of Sport
Frocks, in

$15.00
DRESSES
Another lot of those
Crepe Roma Frocks—

one and two piece
only 25 of them. They
models—all new idea,
.
are w'orth $25. Choice
—values worth to
all colors—
$15.00. Choice—

•
•.1.111, Tichenor & Sons:
•
Calvert City, Ky.
•
0

'11

DRESSES
Over 150 of the fall
and winter, newest
frocks — ormerly selling up to $21.75 —
Georgettes, Satin s,
Crepes and Cloth
frocks for Sport wear.
Choice—

Thanksgiving
•

First of all, we're thankful for
your patronage which makes our business continue to grow and prosper.
We're thankful to you"for your
patience and courtesy when you come into
our store to buy.
We'll be thankful in the future if
you'll continue to let us be your druggist
— remember, "He's More Than a Merchant."

$24 and
DRESSES
Our entire stock of
better frocks in I evening, dinner and !day:inie
modes are
grouped in two prices,
former
values of
$29.75 to $45.00.
Choi:e—

Nelion-Ford Drug Co.

'15 '24'34

$••••••••••4•••••••••••1
11
">.,*
y
____,, At
--

4

i

J
•

."•••.
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If you will notice Morgan and
Morgan andI Friday from Memphis where he Miss Marjorie Palmer, daughter Washington ranges, furnaces and
leath
are crowded with customCome
Washington cook ranges..
attended the M. E. Conference of the late Edd Palmer.
me you come to town.
everyti
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Morgan
prices,
our
get
urned home and also the wedding of his niece,
Cliff Trees was confined to his in and
and a friendly service
prices
Low
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You may know when you go or ,Dr. and Mrs. V. A. Stilley left re next.
Greenville, Ohio,
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you
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ence in funeral directin
ii.mpty Lard cans at 15 cents,
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at the lowwant
you
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control
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Prof. J. P. Truitt, of Brewres,
John T. Midyett spent the first
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was in Benton on business Sat- deep ditch
of
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urday afternoon.
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underne
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Dan Gold, of Route 5, was here
Fergerson Co.
collar
broken
a
ed
sustain
He
on business Saturday.
Mr. and Mrs. Java Gregory, of
numerous cuts
Bob Austin, of Route 3, trans- bone and suffered
7, were shopping visitors
Route
aid
head
about
the
and bruises
acted business here Saturday.
Monday morning.
Benton
In
face.
We are getting in A new lot

Julian Shoppe
Specials for
Thanksgiving Week
and the F. D. Al. A.

UMW%
ur Needs Here and SAVE!
ROCERIES
cast Grocery Department will save you enough on
ir Thanksgiving dinner to add an extra course or
Wednesday or Thursday morning and carry home
vo of quality food at the lowest prices. You'll be
rprised at the low prices that Prevail here all the

Unusual
beautiful
Tuesday

One group that sold
up to $19.75-Thanksgiving Special-

One group that sold
up to $16.75-Thanksgiving week Special-

reldy for winter in the hardware .line? If not, you
ytil:ing- here -in the wdy of stoves, stove and fireries. coal, saws, axes, 'hammers, builders' tools and

When trouble and grief comes
home v4e all want some of
warm friends to come In
good
our
and assist and help us. That is
why so many people prefer Morgan & Heath when they are in
need of a funeral director's service.
Sheriff Harry A. Miller and
Will L. Gibson were visitors in
Paducah Monday afternoon.
If you are in need of a new
auto tire, inner tube, car ?hains,
see Morgan & Heath.
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Da all, of
Dexter, Ky., Mrs. R. C. Jaiker„
of Detroit, and Mrs. Joe . Armin,
of Route 8, were visitor .n Bena. Darton Monday. Mr. and
nall have recently retutned after
a several months stay in Detroit
and will be located at Dexter until sprign. Mr. and Mrs. Walker
will return to Detroit shortly after a two weeks visit in the
and
relatives
with
county
friends.
For a bag of a ugar, bag of malt,
bag of cabbage, bag of flour, tan
of lard, see Morgan & Heath.
Miss Rosebud Fergerson, is
able to be out again after an at.tack of tonsilitis.
to our

"Do Your Shopping
Early"
Only 27 more shop mg days
until Christmas. It is unwise
to postpone your shopping until the "last minute." Christmas stocks are now complete
and offer you their best FIRST
CHOICE.

To enable those who wislito
make their Christmas Selections now, we offer this special
service, whereby any merchandise may be set aside and held
until Christmas—upon a small
deposit.

and closely priced display of aluminumw;ce and kitchen utensils of all kinds.

lin-lier•c_gerson Co.

Exclusive But Not Expensive
423 BROADWAY,

PADUCAH, KY.

INCORPORATED
DEPARTMENT STORE

'KENTUCKY

Planned Especially for

-IATwis!fiw,,;TIRAwAir,gi!ERAIREfiRfaRRh. _et

Visiting Teachers

Other Groups at $39.50 - $49.50 - $59.50
There are youthful Coats for misses, dignified models
coats for dress, business and sports wear
for women
harmoniously lined, carefully tailored, and richly
fur-trimmed. In smartness of fabrics and durability of
workmanship we have not seen the equal of these coats
at these prices this season.

LADIES'
DEPARTMENT
SECOND
FLOOR

From'roof to basement'

than the way to buya car
Buick welcomes this searching test
Examine Buick carefully, part by part. Go into every hidden
detail. There you'll discover the secret of Buick's famous
dependability and long life—sound, sturdy consenaction
throughout.
Buy your car as you would a home. Examine thoroughly.
Make critical comparisomi.Buick welconisa thissearching tam.

zcil cur ilitire stock tor a week's selling at price REDUClionil^ecls of'newgarments have just been unpacked and

COUPES $1195 to$1850
SEDANS $1195 tf,$1995
SPORT MODELS $11,5 es $1525
• be oak&
pperramme
s,
in Prams f I
71,GALA-C.jimoonft Mom,as mat alaale.ir ansaisila.

BUICKfir1928
lie Simone the smart new
eelniis and the
in all the new furs—Fashion's
i in Coats RE DIVED TO—

CARTER'S heavy
Union
knit cotton
Suits in all sleeve and
leg lengths. Here, indeed, is a worthwhile
opportunity to secure
high quality underwear at a very considerate price. You
have our guarantee
of satisfaction in materials and wear.

Whether you desire
a lightweight or a
heavy shaker-knit
sweater, you are certain to find these
"Pull-over" models
very much to your
liking. Why not select
one for Brother or
Dad, and have us lay
it away for you until
Christmas!

MEN'S SHOP
First Floor

MEN'S SHOP
First Floor
Clean-Up for
Thanksgiving
ith ii

"V-1ine"
Hosiery
195

Hoover

iver 1.-io of the fall
and winter, ue w est
A-oci;s — formerly selling up to $23.75 —
c•orgo tes, Satins,
Crepes and Cloth
frocks for Sport wear.
Choice—

Our entire stook of
better froAs in eve, dinner and daymodes are
me
moped in to prices,
yews of
r
for
$29.75 to *45.00.
Choi:e—

First of all, we're thankful for
your patronage which makes our business continue to grow and prosper.
We're thankful to you for your
patience and courtesy when you come into
our store to buy.
We'll be thankful in the future if
you'll continue to let us be your druggist
— remember, "He's More -Than a Merchant."

Let the HOOVER be
your house-maid during the holidays and
every day thereafter.
The HOOVER is not
a luxury, it is a NECESSITY and every
home owes it to its
mistress to see that
she is provided with
one. Complete with
all dusting tools,
ONLY—

HE lat "Foot"-notes emphasize the
importance of variety and individuality in slippers and oxfords. We are
showing a charming Buckle Pump that
hints of the old-time minuet . .a Regent
Pump that tells of the modern dance . . .
a Patent One-Strap of , unquestionable
smartness . . . a Fancy Tan Calf Oxford,
that steps forth with distinguished zest,
and an Alligator Oxford of a most sportlike mien . . . many others, too, but these
are especially smart! See them Tomorrow.

T

An unheard-of price
for "V-lines," and
only because the narrow lisle hem is being discontinued,
have we been able to
make special'arrangentents with the
manufailturers to offer these semi-service
weight hose to you at
this price! All the
most wanted colors.
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Mr. and Mrs. Edd Barker, Mr. and Griggm spent Thursday and FriMrs. D. W. Gather of Paducah, day in Paducah.
Attie Johnston, Lex Dawes, GilMr. and Mrs. W. L. Sheppard, Mr.
Pittsburgh, Nov. 19 - A poliand Mrs. E. M. Dunn, Mr. and bert Poe, were in Paducah Satur- cy of "square dealing without 1
Mrs. Clarence Golden, of Padu- day.
quibbling" to sufferers of the-gas i
Mr. and Mrs. B. D. Stephenson
cah, Mr. and Mrs. Gilbert Poe,
tank explosion last Monday in,
Mr. and Mrs. Ervin Poe, Mr. and entertained their friends with a which more than a score of pert
of\
J. P. Stilley
Mrs. Alex Poe, Mr. and Mrs. H. bible reading at their home here. sons were killed and
hundreds
Vs.
Mrs.
and
Attie
Mr.
Bradley others injured was
A. Poe, Mr. and Mrs. Lowell
maintained to- ,\
Emmet Washburn and wife, Mrs.
Bradley, Mr. and Mrs. Attie Brad- spent Sunday with Mr. and Mrs.. day by A. W. Robertson,
president '
Emmet Washburn, and The Bank
ley, Mr. and Mrs. Jim Brien, Mr. Alex Poe.
of the Equitable Gas Company,
Deft.
of Marshall County
and
M.re:
Mr.
Carmel
McClard
Jim Poe, Mr. Clarence Blakney,
IN EQUITY
of St. Louis, Mr. Charley Cour- and children, Imogene and Cecil,
By virtue Of a Judgement and
Much rye, wheat
sey, Mrs. Martha Peck, Mrs. Liss Miss Metta McClard spent SaturOrder of Sale of the Marshall
night
day
with
Mr. and Mrs. Roy turf oats were sown
Peck of Paducah, Mrs. Emma
Circuit Court, rendered at the
Blakney, Misses Ruth English, Barker and family.
crops in Lee county.
October term thereof, 1927, in the
Mrs. Berdte Caine is ill at her
President's Statement Still Moot Commet Reeves, Hattie Story, Virabove cause for the sum of Eight
gie Peck, Ruth Tatum Mamie and home with an attack of flu.
Hundred Twenty Nine and 15
ed at Primary Campaigns
Miss. Lou Jettie Dawee spent
Edrie Dunn, Chanie Reeves, Lucy
cents ($829.15) with interest at
Near Opening.
Poe, Vadig Long, Stella Griggs, Sunday with her sister, Mrs. E.
the rate of six per cent annum
Vergie Long, Pauline Poe, Clara Johnston.
from the 6th day of September
Washington, Nov.. 19 -As the Golden, Dottie Reeves, Clemie
1927, until paid, and costs herein,
time approches for the opening of Poe, Nell Poe, Lola and Irene MURRAY EDITOR TO SEEK
I shal proceed to offer for sale at
BETTER HEALTH IN WEST
the primary elections campaigns, Dunn, Clara Sheppard, Verde
the Court House door in Benton,
Mae Golden, Marguerite Dunn,
into
division
to
a
point
signs
the
Kentucky, to the highest bidder
0. J. Jennings, editor of the
three groups which Presume to Martha Poe, Lettie Poe, Dora Mae
at PUBLIC AUCTION on Monday,
Sheppard, Elvyn English, Erie Murray Ledger, left Saturday for
interpret
President
Coolidge's
the 5th day of December 1927 at
"Sly health had been poor
Black Hills statement that he do- Barker, Ida Mae Brien, Ruby San Antonio, Texas, where he
one o'clock P. M., or thereabout
for tea Piers, biefore I took
es not choose to run for election Colston, Mary Houser, Vera Fields will remain several months for
(being County Cuort day,) upon
Cardui," says Mrs. Anna
Pl'ff next year.
and Josie Houser. Messrs. Solon the benefit of his health. The
a credit of six months the followCronin.
of Rockport, Ind. "I
V.
Peck,
Sheppard,
John
Claude
Ledger last week printed a stateAll of the groups contend that
ing described property, to wit:
was lifeless. sad 'no account'.
T. A. Ridgeway and wife, Minnie Mr. Coolidge meant that he desir- Poe, Ernest Fox, Joe Poe, Mar- ment from Mr. Jennings explainI dragged around day after
Lot No. 112 in the town of Ben- Ridgeway,
J. M. Bean, Adminisvin Dunn, Other McClard, George ing his leaving and asking the
do, every move an effort,
ton, Marshall County, Kentucky, trator of B. G. Herndon, deceased, es to leave the White House on
Tom Powell, Martin Poe, Ralph patrons to support the paper in
and
never feeling the Joy of
March
4,
1928,
but
at
that
point
and as shown on plat of said and The Federal Land Bank
of agreement ends and speculation Tatum, 011ie afid Dow English, his absence.
being well.
town in Order Book No. 5, page Louisville, Kentucky
At timea, I had a dreadful
Def't begins, in the absence of any au- George Barker, W. L. Sheppard.
Mr. Jennings, who is one of the
163, in the Marshall County
ache
across my back, and my
Jr.,
J.
D.
Bradley,
Wallace
BarkIN EQUITY
best known nevispaper publishers
thorized • indications from the
&idea hurt me. I worried
By virtue of a Judgement and president as to what he thinks a- er, Carlton Coursey, Vel Bradley, in this section of the state, has
along, sometimes hardly able
to leave my bed, but the deOrder of Sale of the Marshall bout the agitation which his an- Thomas and Edgar Hicks, Ever- been in the brinting and publishWorkers who feel lazy,
mands of a growing family
languid,"blue" or discoura edl
Circuit Court, rendered at the nouncement has caused through- ett English, Charlie Frank Poe, ing business for 45 years, having
had to be attended to; so I
ahou Id take
Jewell
English,
Ovo
English,
October
thereof,
spent
term
the
most
1927,
of
in
that
time
in
Murwould get up, do what was
out the country.
a dose of
absolutely necessary, and
above' cause for the sum of TwelThe first group believes that Vernie Bradley, Atlas Peck and ray. His health recently broke
•Tunic that a•t• re•ulta quickly.
then lie down again.
Puta"pep"Intu you.
ve Hundred Seventy Eight and while Mr. Coolidge's , personal Crammer Clark.
down and •Mr. Jennings will go
trios eoc per bottla, Nald by
"One day, someone suggestSixty Nine cents($1278.69) Dol. wish is to retire„ he can, and
to San Antonio to be a patient in
ed Cardui to me. I took it
Nelson-Ford Drug Co.
with interest ta the rate of six will be obliged to accept the
the W. 0. W. hospital in that
for several months, and all
the time I was growing
per cent per annum from the 27th, nomination if it is tendered him.
city.
stronger, and leas nervous.
day of September 1927, until paid,
During the absence of Mr. JenThe second believes that he (Carried over from last week)
My aches and paina finally
Subject, however to the prior and has taken himself definitely out
nings the Ledger will be pudlishdfriaappeared.
superior lien of the Federal Lana of the race and at the proper time
ed by Raliegh Meloan and 'Ler"That was two years ago.
My improvement has been
There was tip school here last man Reynolds, assisted by Mrs.
Bank of Louisville, Kentucky, and will reveal his position.
permanent. The good health,
costs herein, I shall proceed to
The third believes he will not week on account of sickness in Jennings.
which followed the taking of'
the
home
of
the
teacher, Mr. C. B.
offer for sale at the Court House under any circumstances be a
Cardui, is still with me, so I
do not hesitate to recommend
door in Benton, Kentucky, to the candidate next year, but may, af- Dishman.
STATE CRUSHES CENTRE
It to my fnends."
Danville, Ky.,- Nov. 19 -Dishighest bidder at PUBLIC AUC- ter a four year rest, accept the
Miss Lou Jettie Dawes, Miss
TION on Monday the 5th day of nomination in 1932 if there is a Vadis Long; Mrs. Della Stephen- playing the best brand of footDecember 1927 at one o'clock P. demand for him then.
son and daughter Roselee were ball they have shown this year
M., or thereabout(being County
visiting in Paducah' Thursday and the University of Kentucky Wild- TAKECARDOI
Court day,) upon a credit of six
Friday also attended the parade cats defeated their ancient foe,
months the 'following described
Centre College, 53 to 0 here this
Friday, ArOistice Day.
property to wit:
Bro. ire 'E. Cramer, Azz Salyer, afternoon.
There was a family reunion
117 acres and 88 rods of land, given at the home of Johenathan Mr. and Mrsa John Long„ Mrs.
lying and being in the northeast Poe Sunday, October 30th, in Minnie Grigg! left Friday for a
pen4 the door
and northwest quarters of section honor of Mr. and Mrs., J. D. Ta- visit with frends and relatives in
14, township 6, range 4, east, and tum of Colorado, who have been Bloomington, Ind.
to the hospitality
being fully described by metes visiting relatives in Marshall and
Several from here attended the
Are they strong, alert and vigorous; or pale, weak,
of the South
and bounds in Mortgage executed McCracken counties for the past pie supper at Minter school Friand inactive? If the latter, very likely they
cross
by this mortgagor to the Federal month.
day night.
LOUISVILLE'S newest and
suffering
with intestinal worms, and need
are
Land Bank of Louisville, Ky., and
This is Mr. and' Mrs. Tatum's
There was a party in the home
finest hotel-located in the
of
record
in
Mortgage
of
Book
first
No.
visit
29
to
Kentucky
Mr.
ninein
and Mrs. Lee Freeman iii
heart of the theatre,shoppage
in the Marshall County teen years. At noon there was a honor of Mrs. Freeman's daughping and business district.
Court Clerk's office and being the beautiful dinner spread which ter, Miss Estelle Blakney. SeverWALNUT at FIFTH
The worm-expeller with a 50-year record of
same land conveyed to the Mort- every one seemed to enjoy. In the al attended.
• • • • A few doses are sufficient.
gagor, T. A. Ridgeway, by R. G. afternoon most all the young peoMartin Poe, spent the past week
Herndon and wife, Mary Herndon, ple were engaged in singing and in Paducah.
of date August 4, 1919 and of playing games. Those present
Berry Griggs and Miss Thelma
record in Mortgage Book No. 45, were: Mr. and Mrs. J. D. Tatum
page 169 in the Marshall County of Colorado, Mr. and Mrs. J. R.
Court Clerk's office.
Tatum, Mr. and Mrs. J. Poe, Mr.
Or a sufficiency thereof to pro- and Mrs. George Coggins of Paduce the sums of money so ordered daucah, Mr. and Mrs. Milburn
to be made. For the purchase Peck, Mr. and Mrs. R. M. Poe,
Court Clerk's office and being the
same conveyed to the grantor,
Grover Trees, by E. B. Fergerson
and wife Violet Fergerson, by
deed of date March 6th, 1919, and
of record in Deed Book No. 44,
page 250, in the Marshall County
Court Clerk's office.
Or a sufficiency thereof to produce the sums of money so ordered to be made. For the purchase
price the purchaser with approved
security or securities must execute Bond, bearing legal interest
from the date of sale until paid
and having the force and effect
of a Judgement. Bidders will be
prepared to comply promptly with
these terms.
C. B. Cox,
Master Commissioner

price the purchaser with approved
security or securiteis must execute Bond, bearing legal interest
from the day of sale until paid,
and having the force and effect of
a Judgement. Bidders will be prepared to comply with these terms.
C. B. Cox,
Master Commissioner

HERB E

O

Preparedness is half the battle. Don't wait until
you freeze your fingers before getting your Cold
Weather accessories. They make winter driving SAFE
and COMFORTABLE.
Buy here where all our accessories are of genuine

quality and the prices are reasonable.

on W. Catictt
..
IN EQUITY
virtue of a Judgment and
er of Sale of the Marshall
rcuit Court, rendered at the
ober term thereof, 1927, in
the above cause for the sum of
$78.86 with interest at the rate
of 6 per cent per annum.from the
21st day of June 1927, until paid,
and their costs herein, I shall
proceed to offer for sale at the
Court House door in penton,
Kentucky, to the highest bidder
at PUBLIC AUCTION on Monday
the 5th day of December 1927 at
1 o'clock P. M., or thereabout (being County Court day,) upon a
credit of nix months the following described property to-wit:
An undivided one-ninth interest in and to the east half of the
SW quarter of Section 14, Township 5, R 5 E. containing 80 acres
more or less, and said 80 acres
being the same land conveyed to
Albert Catlett by John Bulger
and wife Mary Ann Bulger, by
deed dated February 5th, 1890,
and, recorded in deed book 20,
page 423, of the Marshall Court
Clerk's office; Said undivided one
sixth interest in same being the
same interest in said land inherited from said Albert Catlett deceased, by the defendant Aaron
W. Catlett, child and heir at law
of the said Albert Catlett, at the
time of his death.
Or a sufficiency thereof to produce the sums of money so ordered to be made. For the purcha ,
,price the purchaser with (*ppm\
ed,security or securities must (A
ecute bond, bearing legal inter,-from the day of sale until !laud.
and .having the force and t•tfect
of a judgment. kidders will .he
prepared to comply with thus..
terms.
II. A. MILLER
•
Sheriff of Marshall County
I)) Lo Os LiP., I)
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quarter, 'both of which
owned by Jack Farley, a
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is intended to be eon'
CEPT one acre when
family graveyard, knoe
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County Court Clerk's oft'
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to sm
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owned by S. B. Page and
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E. Heath by two deed ii
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Mary T. Heath and
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No. 28, page 120 in the
County Court Clerk's of
the -tract of 58 1-3 acres
from Nary A. Allen and
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from Zelpha Stone an o
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d
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a
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a
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The Polk County Trust Company 1
Prff
Vs.
E. E. Heath, Alfred Newton a!
wife, Mrs. Alfred Newton lit!
IN EQUITY
1)y virtue of a .I udgemer
Order of Sale of the Mitr,,'
CaNCU it Court,
rendered at
October term thereof, 1927, n
above cause for the sum of SC
enteen hundred Eighty Five and
Seventy cents'$17$5.7f Dollar.•
with interest nt tho rate of six per
,
II, ••i,
cent per annum from the :I day of
1'.
June 1927, until. paid, and their No.
costs herein, I shall proceed to of'outuy
fer for sale at the Court
oe a so:l
door in Benton. Kentucky, to the
duce ! the ,sur
highest bidder at PU;111.1C AUCd td be lila,
TION on Monday the 5th day of
the pur:•haser v •
Price
December 1927 at one o'clock P.
ed security must ev
M. or thereabout (being Court
bearing legal interest
day,) upon a credit lo six months
day ef sale until paid.
the, following descrfbed property ing I he force a •
•
to wit:
ment.! Bidders v,
TRACT NO. 1
comply
promptly
Known as the southwest quarterms.
ter of section 17, township 5,
rane.5 east, except 50 acres lying
in the southeast corner of the
quarter and except also, 36 acres
lying in the southwest of, the

This is the perfect Anti-Freeze compound we are selling. It is the highest refined alcohol-base, anti-freeze compound
on the market and WILL NOT INJURE MOTOR OR RADIATOR,

Thanksgiving and HO WE
Our Puritan Fathers who founded the occasion of
Thanksgiving crossed the stormy seas in fragile boats in order
to find a HOME.
It was their dearest posiession and they defended it
with their lives. In these modern times the happiest and most
contented families! are those with comfortable, attractive
homes. Let us help you plan and build the kind of, home that
will fill your need. Our many years of experience are at your
disposal.

INSTANT TEST!-One of the best fe -itures about Freez-Foil is that the
amount in your radiator may be tested instantly, just like testing the air
pressure in your tires. This way you are never caught with less than you
think and a frozen motor.

1 Genuine FORD 13-Plate Battery

% More Power
Easier Starting
Longer Life
You'll appreciate the difference when you step on the
.
starter-especially in cold weather. THE FORD BATTERY
WILL FIT THE MAJORITY OF OTHER CARS AND IS ALSO
AN IDEAL RADIO BATTERY. Only $10 and your old battery.

"AUTHORIZED FORD DEALERS"
BENTON, KY.
CALVERT CITY, KY.

%%9NPRAWAIMBiWAS9SinfiTWAffigi'MER

Clothes, when. properly ,,i!‘ ,
perly pressed do go a keg way in adLiim:
And cleaning prolongs the life of 2ny
You'll like our o.dorless proicss and our
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WHITE'S Cream VERMIFUGE

Preparedness is half the battle. Don't wait until
freeze your fingers before getting your,.Cold
eather accessories. They make winterdriving SAFE
fiu,, here where all our accessories are of genuine
t ne prices are reasonable.
•,
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This is the perfect Anti-Freeze compound we are sellis the highest refined alcohol-base, anti-freeze compound
market and WILL NOT INJURE MOTOR OR RADIAINSTANT TEST!-One of the best feltures about Freez-Foil is that the
nmeunt in your radiator ,may. be tested instantly, just like testing the air
pi essure in your tires. This way you are never caught with less than you
think and a frozen motor.

lentiine FORD 13-Plate Battery
Longer Life
Easier Starting
on Power
You'll appreciate the difNrence when you step on the
::ti•ter especially in cold weather. THE FORD BATTERY
"ILL FIT THE MAJORITY OF OTHER CARS AND IS ALSO
N I DEA L RADIO BATTERY. Only $10 and your old battery.

FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 25, 1927

This is the time of year when the famous Goodyear
extra
di All-iVeather Tread is most appreciated. Extra thick,
•
tough, scentifically designed for TRACTION.

acny',
44, '
Clothes, when • properly dry-cleaned and properly pressed do go a long.way in adding natural beauty.
And cleaning prolongs the life of any garment:
You'll like our odorless process and Our work

•
GOODYEAR TIOES on your wheels,' GOODYEA/
Ill TUBES inside them, and 'a set of GOODYEAR RUBBER•
O NON-SKID CHAINS uncter the seat for emergencies will put
long time to.
•you in shape to travel this winter and for a
•come in COMFORT and,SECURITY.

•

410

O
IF

We'll trade, if *au want Goodyears all around. If
your
one or two casings or a tube or two will round out
stocks
equipmen twe'll supply you promptly, from fresh, new
.
certain
doubly
values
extra
at prices which make

•
i BENTON FILLING STATION
I
on, Ky.
Bent
•
/
•
: J. M. TICHENOR &
Calvert City, Ky.

SONS

"AUTHORIZED FORD DEALERS"
CALVERT CITY, KY.
ENTON, KY.

Have Your Roof Locked--We Have The Key

•

••
•••••••••••• ••••••••••

More than 5,000 squares of ArroL'ocki applied over old wood shingles in
this county. Ask the pepole who have one.
There probably is one on your
neighbors house. Listen to those rather
than the man who is interested in selling
you something lse.
Arro-Lock is the first shingle applied over old wood shingles and has given absolute satisfaction, from the firstroof put on over six Years ago. It is not
an experiment hut an assured success.
. Let us make you an estimate on
your roof. We have the trained labor to
apply them. A good shingle and good
workmanship equal a good roof.

OWNERS OF

Arro-Lock Roofing Co.
KENTUCKY.
BENTON,

r.

Nit
THE TRIBUNE-DEMOCRAT,(Benton, Ky.)

FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 25, 1927

above all debts. Two complete in ,
ventories will show how much
has been made or lost during the
Period. The inventory shows how
For daily market prices on 411
the investments are divided aof cattle, hogs, sheep and
kinds
mong the different parts of the
farm business. It prevents draw- veal. Call Fred Titsworth; Sharpe
ing a false conclusion regarding exchange Or address Little Cyprosperity from the amount of
tfe
1.
press, ,Ky.,
Cash on hand. It helps to establish
,better credit relations with the
ELECTRIC ligh ng — two men
bank if a farmer wishes to bora cost of $15OLO can have all
at
row money. It provides a valuof e ectricity with
conveniences
able list of all property in adjustA. McKee!, MurL.
light.
Delco
ing income taxes, or for other
3-I-2i
Ky.
purposes. It is necessary as a ray,
basis for any kind of effective acWANTED TO BUY veals, hogs,
counts. No system of accounts
will reveal much of value unless beef cattle, milch cows, anything
In the live stock line. Phone
inventories are considered."
Sharpe Exchange or write-Jamie
tf
Vaughn, Benton R. 6.

CLASSIFIED Ang-1

-

NEW MURRAY PAPER
GROUP BUYS TIMES
•

EVERYTHING
Here for Thanksgiving Dinner
This year let us make it a day of Real Thanksgiving. Make
the feast a worthy one—one that you, your family, your relatives and your friends will remember with pleasant thoughts.
From SOUP to NUTS it's going to be SOME Thanksgiving.
Come here and see all the good things for the feast table that
we have taken special care to select for you this year.
You know that our quality and selection are unsurpassed
•
and that prices are always most reasnoable.
LOOK OVER THIS LIST IN PLANNING YOUR DINNER
Vegetables

Meats

Nut Meats
Walnuts
French Peas
Stuff 01,ives
Salad Dressing

Apples
Oranges
Bananas
Lemons
Grape Fruit
Figs, Raisins

Lettuce
Celery
Cranberries
Turnips
Parsnips
Carrots

Beef, Pork
Sausage
1;aked Ham
Fresh Oysters
Chickens
Tut'KEYS

Fruits

The House
That
Service Built

The House
That
Service Built
:

11111=11.1..

AVM......1••••• - wo••••••••••--

More and more evidence is devel. the year. A statement by the de
oping that farmers lacking sys- partment says:
is fatrlti,
ess principles
ipest
and busivtedh‘kee
farm inventory
neommot.
"Theortatand
heelimoa

FARMS NOW DEMAND tern
BUSINESS METHODS
Tbe adjustment of farming
practices to meet now and changing economic condilions demand
business methods, says a statement of the farm management de=._
partment of tl'e University of
Kentucky Collego of Agriculture.

tion.
The first step in placing a farm
on a business basis is bookkeeping or the keeping of accounts,
which begins with a general farm
inventory. The department is mak•
ing a special drive this fall to encourage farmers to plan a cornplete inventory on the first of

financial record. It is the basi
of all profit and loss accounts
and gives more useful information
to the farmer for the efforts expended than any other farm record.
"One complete inventory alon,
will show a farmer his net worth.
that is, what he is actually worth

vice Methods -.as everyt
need. Profits iftrease
month. Lowest Prices' best ti1.2
nes; most complete ser ce.
Y122. t
W. T. Rawleigh Co., Dep
251
Freeport, Ill.

.)

FARM FOR SALE — 40 ac
half in timber. Good house, ha
and orchard. 1.1-2 miles south of
Benton. Call Tribune-Democrat,
office for particulars.
NOTICE — To all parties ishfn. to sell their Dogwood
Benton or Hardin. As we have
set Dec. 15th, as our last bufing
date will be at Benton on ,Tuesand Saturday.
day, Thursday
Thanking you for past favors,
respee4.tively,„ Fancher & Howell.
D2p

WANTED! Anmbitious; indus- . FOR SALE — ADIO — We
trious person to introduce and have one "Workrite" Super Neusupply the demand for Rawleigh trodyne; 6 tube set, used for demHousehold Products in Marshall onstratio.n in our store, complete
county. Make sales of $150 to with Magnovox loudspeaker, new
Long-Established Calloway Paper $600 a month or more. Rawleigh
tubes and batteries,'installed anyMethods get business everywhere where in the county for $75,
Bought Saturday by New
No selling experience required. strow Druct Co.
2t
Publishers.
We supply Products, Sales and
Hicks.
HONEY for sale .T.
Advertising Literature and SyrThe Calloway Times, of •Mur1 0ALRITSEnr
nR%W.1.2769;1
ray,., which was founded shortly
after the Civil War by the late
W. 0. Wear, was purchased last
Saturday by T. A. Sanford and
L. W. Starks and a group of Murray business men, it has been announced. The new Murray newspaper group is forming a corporation to he known as the CalloHerald Printing
way County
Company.
Messrs. Sanford and Starks and
their associates plan to issue
their first edition shortly after
the first of December.
Ruth are experienced newspaper men. Mr. Sanford haying .been
editcr of the Centre College gen4o, while a student at Danville,
$2.50
Ind has been following newspa280 lb. Bbl.
per work as an avocation since
1.00
/00 lb.,in cotton bag
his graduation.
• Mr. Starks was formerly editor
.55 1
50 lb. in cotton bag
of the Marshall County Enterprise at Hardin and until forming
.35
25 lb. in cotton bag
his new connection was in charge
of the production department of
the Tribune-Democrat.
Since the death of Mr. Wear. !fi
'hree years ago the Calloway
DEPARTMENT STORE
Times has been under the manKENTUCKY
1
I
I
(
CALVERT
Miss
Boyd
and
,of
Wear
agement
Ruby Wear, his son and daughter.

M

Salt

•

Ohio River Salt
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HELPFUL SERVICEm
and assistance in financial matters when needed by
the customer are always cheerfully given by the officers of this
institution — this is assured no matter how small an account
may be.
We have always felt that impartial and helpful service would make us many friends and now we ask you to be the
judge. Did you ever notice the patronage we enjoy and for
which we are deeply thankful on this occasion of Thanksgiving.
Thanksgiving

Day

—

BIRTHDAY SALE

Thursday.

In observance of this national holiday this institution will be closed all day
Thursday. Open for business as usual Friday
morning.

1

•
•

We are having a real Birthday party and you're invited. While we're celebrating and helping our customers enjoy the celebration by giving wonderful
values, there will be no souvenirs or flowers. Instead, we're reducing the
Prices on our entire stock (With the exception of Danelle frocks) to a point
where OUR PRESENT TO YOU WILL RUN INTO MANY DOLLARS.
When you come down and see the values in Lowenthal's ready-towear at regular prices and then DEDUCT 14 per cent, you'll realize that this
is to be a birthday party worth while-74o YOU.

Bank of Marshall
County
"Friend to Agriculture and Ed

14% Off for 14 Days
Sale Prices Cash---Charges at Regular Prices

tion"

Resources over $400,000.00
B. L. Tre than, Cashier
Joe L. Price, Pres.
J. E. Cross sst. Cashier
Tullus Black, Vice-Pres.

We Guarantee No Price Tickets Changed
Just Deduct 14% Off Any Garment

"

911,
•
Ai

•

ea

',L.

_J
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"Where?" Jordan's voice snap- down and try to flag t Not a
it, and answered mechanically. ped.
chance—not this wea tr. Re
'Mr. Jordan's
rooms, All
"To the bridge! They've order- too late--hey—Central--AA
riglIt." He turned. "Roberts!" ed a wricking train out, and me off!"
,
he said. "Some one wants you." doctors and nurses!"
; But he hadn't been
Roberts crossed the room.
"But—doctors—nurses—I" illardin, only ohe thoug
"Hello!" he said. "Yes. Speakhis mind— to reps
"You called me a croaker! I'm
ing. What? My God!"
not the only one! Murder! That's bridge.
He stood, listening, his face what it's been— leaving that
blue ad. The others leaped up, bridge in the state it's been in!"
CHAPTER XVI
Phil cried out again, like a
Darkness—with, in the east,
man in mortal agony.
"Viola! My wife!" he cried.
through the driving storm clouds
For SO Years
"Those papers — they'll be the first faint hint of the grey
WHITE'S CREAM VERMINGE
•
dawn. A rushing stream, broken
lost!" said Jordan.
Ilse Newer Failed
The gun remedy for expelling worms.
It was Judge Gordon who by jutting rocks, boiling and
Itenawee the child on lieskh•
caught the hand Phil had raised seething in its course. A steel
trice 35c per bottle. Sold by
to strike Jordan down.
bridge, outlined against the faint
Nelson-Ford Drug Co.
Phil had turned away. He lightening in the eastern sky.
Stone piers, massive looking, superb towers of masonry — and
rotten at their hearts. Stone
piers, swaying in the wind, with
the water already swirling beneath them, finding entrance
through a thousand
growing
cracks, gnawing at their very
vitals.
Far away to the south through
the mirk a pin prick of light. A
humming of rails. A train was
coming, pounding away through
the darkness.
• From the north, coming south,
coming from the town whose
lights made a sullen glare thru
the rain against the black sky.
came a fainter humming, to be
merged with the rising note of
the coming train. A tiny point of
red light swayed as the handcar
came, with one man desperately,
frantically, working the pedsls.
Phil Hardin was soft and
flabby, but no runner from Marathon in ancient Greece ever
made a greater, a more heroic efThe Supreme Court of the United States has defort.
His breath came in great
fined a standard of conduct for motorists and others
gasps; his heart, softened, weakto follow for their own safety when crossing railened by years of fat living, pumpway tracks. It is contained in the following extract
ed in a losing effort to be in time
—to do one worthy thing at last
from a recent decision of that court:
—to save the woman he loved!
He heard the roar of the coming train. He screamed At the
"When a man goes upon a railroad tracks he
sound. The bridge was still a
knows that he goes to a place where he will be killmile away. He rushed, on. Then—
ed if a train comes upon him before he is clear of
a sudden, sickening crash. Too
late. Something snapped in him
the track. He knows that he must stop for the train,
as he heard; he slumped forward
not the train stop for him. In such circumstances
over the bars of the handcar.
it seems to us that if a driver cannot be sure other(To be continued)
wise whether a train is dangerously near he must
stop and get out of his vehicle, although obviously
BIRTHDAY DINNER
he will not often be required to do more than stop
On November the 24th, relaand look. It seems to us that if he relies upon not
tives, friends and neighbors met
hearing the train or any signal and takes no further
at the home of Mr. and Mrs. W.
precaution he does so at his own risk."
M. Houser in honor of their son,
Terre!
Houser's
twenty-first
birthday, and a bountiful dinner
was spread.
The decision in this case was that the railroad
Those present were: Mr. and
was not responsible for and should not have to pay_
Mrs.
Stewart Roberts, Mr. and
damages for the death' of a motorist`that was caused
Mrs. Jim Vaughn, Mr. and Mrs.
by his failure to follow this standard of conduct.
George McGregor, Mr. ad Mrs.
Joe Green, Mr. and Mrs. Willis
Smith, Mr. and Mrs. Bennett Roberts, Mr. and Mrs. Rollie RobSuch a conclusion is logical. Railway tracks are
erts, Mr. and Mrs. Fayette Housthe nation's great highways of commerce and traver, Mr. and Mrs. Gene Hunt, Mr.
el, and it is imperative that trains run on them at
and Mrs. Roscoe Tyree, Mr. and
high speed and on schedule. Since these trains obMrs. Raymond 'Green, Mr. and
viously cannot be stopped at highway crossings to let
Mrs. Bill Butler, Mr. and Mrs.
William
Houser,
Mrs.
Bud
motorists and others get out of the way, it is thereThompson,
Miss
Liza
Green,
Mrs.
to
be
tracks
fore necessary for those who cross the
Ewen Copeland, Mrs. Audrey
on the look-out for their own safety. The decision
Butler, Mrs. Louie Cole, Mr. Bud
of the Supreme Court leaves no room for doubt on
that point.
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Rudy's Annual

CIRCUS PARADE

A Standard of Conduct

Will Greet Him and Escort
Him to TOYLAND--Saturday
Get ready, fellers! Santa will arrive in
Pailucah on Saturday, December 3rd, and
will be welcomed to TOYLAND by the
greatest Circus Parade in the history of
our store. It will be way ahead of last
year—and that's going SOME!

•

Parade Starts at 2:30 P. M.
"Better Come Early"

IS OPEN, TOO!
"O-ho and ah-ah !
And a hip hurrah!"

4

nH,
the world is young and gay. And there IS a
‘--'Santa Claus _ and Fairies ARE real—and TOY-

This decision will in no way diminish the efforts
of the Illinois Central System to p'revent accidents
at crossings. Our railroad will continue to do everything it can do to avert such accidents. But this decision makes it plain that, regardless of what the
railroad may do to guard against accidents, those
who cross the tracks are responsible for their own
safety.

This statement is published in the hope that a
public understanding. of the views held by the highest court in the land will be widely influential in
safeguarding life and property at crossings.

Constructive criticism and suggestions are invited.

(.9pening the door
to the hospitality
of the South
LOUISVILLE'S newest and
finest hotel-located in the
heart of the theatre,shopping and business district.
WALNUT a, FlIFTII

L. A. DOWNS,
President, Illinois Central System

CHICAGO, December 1, 1927.

LAND is open—! For many a year RUDY'S Toyland has been far-famed, but this season it is even more
worthy of that fame. Positively breath-taking! We have
assembled playthings from across the "Seven Seas,"
and from the great manufat turers of America Carloads of the precious things! Here they are _ spilling
over counters, shelves, every where — in high glee
And Old Santa. himself, will be here next Saturda%
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was his fourth birthday.
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Still On The Job!
Turnbow repair that watch right

row's Drug Store. Also clock and jev
ry repairing. Phonographs and music.,

To the Public

truments repaired. Prices rensonabl.

E M TURNBOW
STROW DRUG CO.
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It is my pleasure to announce to the public
that I have bought the entire interests of Geo. E. Long
in his Insurance Agency in Benton, effective December 1st, 1927.
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Having had several years experience in the
insurance business, both in farm and recording
agencies, and as general agent in the states of Arkansas and Mississippi, I feel that I am able to serve
you in the insurance business to your entire satisfaction.

t Forget

Our bu ess boosting campaign
•which a bea iful heavy enameled, $75.i
Washingto Range will be given awa:.
•ABSOLUT Y. FREE at our st(we ).
New Year's ay.

I shall continue to have the same offices as
previously occupied by Mr. Long,' upstairs,over the
Bank of Marshall county, and you 'will be welcome
there at all times.

Do you Christmas shopping at ou
•
le store and i ddition to a big va•luc get
range.
coupon on

Trusting that you will give me an opportunity to serve you, I am, sincerely yours,

I

Joe Ely

M

• •

chenor & Son
Calvert City, Ky.
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All Phases of
Banking Service
FOR ALL

Select NOlf From Our
Most Complete Stock

Many of the oldest and most successful businesses and
farmers of Marshall county have found "the old" Bank of Benton a staunch and sturdy friend for 37 years.

Buy on famitiar ground. We'll be here next year to
back up every Gift we sell you this year.
Things to give Sweetheart, Mother, Wife, Sister, Brother,
Father, Husband, Son and Daughter are here in beautiful abundance. Make your selection NOW and with a small deposit it
will be laid away for you. ONLY 19 SHOPPING DAYS LEFT —
DON'T PUT IT OFF ANY LONGER.

And through these years the Bank of Benton has continued to grow and to gain new customers—indicating that the
kind of service we endeavor to render is REAL and CONSTRUCTIVE SERVICE.
If you do not have banking connections or are considering a change, we respectfully ask you to consider the oldest,
largest and strongest bank in the county, which has always
appreciated small accounts as well as large ones.

Buy All Yo-Ir Gifts Here
Instead of shopping around and having accounts at a dozen stores, why
not make our store your Christmas store, and do all your Christmas shopping here? We have gifts for all and this is the home of fine Jewelry at
moderate prices. AND WHEN YOU B.117 YOUR GIFTS HERE WE ARE
IMMEDIATELY ACCESSIBLE IF THERE IS ANY CHANGE THE RECIPIENT WISHES OR ANYTHING ABOUT THE GIFT THAT IS NOT EXACTLY RIGHT.

We are depository for the largest list of banking individuals in Marshall county—why not your depository, too?
Conservative Enough to Absolutely Protect You; Progressive
Enough to Completely Serve You!

Now Is The Time to Place Your Order for Christmas Candy in
Attractive Packages!

Strow Drug Co.
"The Store
BENTON,
AUTHORIZED

CROSLEY

of Personal Service"
RADIO

SALES

"The Old"

BANK OF BENTON
Resources over $700,000.00
Solon L. Palmer, Cashier
J. D. Peterson, Pres.
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had ditliwn the name and etc. unt'l all the names had been drawn.
After the business cession, a
three course luncheon was served. The next meeting will be with
Mrs. J. T. Hiett, December 3rd.
For a new trunk, traveling
hag or suit case call in and get
our prices, Morg an & Heath.
The Yo Pe MI So and the Adult
Missionary society met together
in a call session for Mission
study at the home of Mrs. John
Lovett Monday night at 7:00 o'-
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and Mrs. H. H. Lovett. Other
numbers were on program were:
Song-The Kingdom is coming;
Bible reading-Mrs. Joe Ely;
Prayer-Mrs John Lovett. There
were 21 young people present,
who drew for peanut sisters.
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Still On The Job!
Let Turnbow repair that watch right at
Strow's Drug Store. Also clock and jewelry repairing. Phonographs and musical
instruments repaired. Prices reasonable.
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Many of the oldest and most succesoful businesses and
farmers of Marshall county have found "the old" Bank of Benor-i a staunch and sturdy friend for 37 years.
•

And through these years the Bank of Benton has continued to grow and to gain new customers-in icating that the
kind of service we endeavor to render is R A L and CON•-TRUCTIVE SERVICE.
If you do not have banking connecti s or are considering a change, we respectfully ask you to c sider the oldest,
ich has always
largest and strongest bank in the county,
appreciated small accounts as well as larget es.
We are depository for the largest li
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Conservative Enough to Absolutely Protect ou; Progressive
Enough to Completely Serve
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Resources over $700,000.00
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we offer you the only tire with these

5

SIX BIG FEATURES

:

•
•
2 Think of the best features in any tire of
any ,,other make you know.
•
•
a Then come over and see our new Goodyear•
balloon tire with its new-type All-Weather Tread.
•
•
•
Six
Tire.
Greatest
•You'll see the World's
•big points of better design and extra•
•quality:
Safety•
•Traction
•Long, Slow, Even Tread Wear, Quietness.
•and Smooth Running, Beautiful Appear- s
•
•ance, Trouble-Proof Supertwist Carcass

•

•

And this is also the World's Greatest Tire Value•
because we offer it at a price no higher than you are asked•
di to pay for ordinary tires. See it and test it for yourself.
ik
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•
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:BENTON FILLING STATION•
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Benton, Ky.
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Palmer, Cashier

Calvert City, Ky.
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Sale of Drummer Samples
While our buyer was in St. Louis, he had
an opportunity to purchase all the
samples used by the salesmen of the
world's largest shoe organization. He dic
not buy the whole lot, but he did purchase the most desirable numbers-and
at a tremendous saving.
Come in Saturday or First Monday and

.•.I.M,Tichenor & Sons•
••
Calvert City, Ky.
•
•
•
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Benton, Kentucky
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staple specials for Saturday and First Monday.
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Special for Monday. 50 of
those good heavy part
wool Indian pattern blankets. They won't last
long-

$1.95
ITimit 2

I

*

Men's heavy

dark

blue,

Saturday and First
Monday Specials
Aluminum Tea Kettle, Perculators. dish pans, pitchers
stwers and water buckets.
98c
social
Sugar, Pure Cane, 16 Tbs.
$1.00
for
Armour's Pork an% Beans, 3
25c
cans for

Aha/nd"

triple stitched work shirt,
a regular $1.00 values,
sizes 141
,2 to 19, for -

79c
11111111111111111111111111
Men's wool mixed sox.
Your last chance, they
will all go Monday, a
pair-

10c

to a customer)

Mr. W. R. Ryan, traveling saleman for the Peters
Shoe Co., St. Louis, and an expert shoe fitter will assist
us in this sale First Monday.

ii

'••••*.j.
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AO-

make your selection from the wonderful
assortment of Straps, Pumps and beautiful Ties-all of which will be offered
for the first time on Saturday December
3rd at prices ranging from $1.95 to $2.95.

Special prices on SweatBoy's ribbed unionsuits,
2 to 12 year size50c

a*

.
- Diamond adittutt

"WEATHERB P I

ers, $1.95 to $2.95 in values up to

ton, per yard- 15c and.
lir

$5.00
Men's 220 weight dark
overalls,
Denim
blue
large sizes 36 to 42, while
they last-

98c
We are still selling our
dress Gingham at prices
based on low priced cotMen's Velour hats $5.00
and $6.00 values, your
choke,-

$2.50
We have opened our last
bale of that extra quality 36 in. Otis LL Brown
Domestic that we will be
able to see at,per :sard

10

Van Camp Hominy 10c can
10c
Cel-Wel Oats,
25c
3 for
11b Gold Bloom Coffee 55c
value; 1-6 cup Perculator.
$1.00; tOtal $1.55, special
$1.19

Standard Outing, stripe.
checks, plaids and solid
colors, per yard
AND 20c

Karo and Cel-Wel Syrup, v2
25c
gal. size
Lighthouse and White Nap25c
'
tha soap, 7 bars

Genuine Defiance best
solid
quality shirting,
blue and stripes, per yd.

4 bars gen. Palmolive soap
25c
for
(Limit 12 bars to customer)
Gen. Ohio River Salt per
$2.65
barrel
Get our prices on groceries
of all kinds before you buy.

Table Oil cloth, standard
quality, white and light
fancy, per yard-

15

and

20c

Special values in Men's
and Boy's sheep lined
coats for First Monday.
Two extra specials
Overcoats-

15c
25`

in

$9.75 "7!$14.75
Mondy will he a good
time to buy that. Xmas
Suit or Overcoat.
Men's solid blue work
shirts, sizes 14 1/2 to 17-

50c

About 700 yards of that
good Ivanhoe LL Brown
Domestic (for Monday),
per yard-

8c
Men's ribbed unioneuits,
good weight, sizes 36 to
46, a pair-

98c
Specials for

SATURDAY
and

in
values
Wonderful
towels.
Fancy Ti kish
each-

10c 15c

20e

MONDAY ONLY
Our %tire stock of
Ladies, Misses and
Children's Hats
will be in 3 groups.
$1.00, $200 and $3.00
Just think choice of
the house for $3.00
Some of these hats
have just been unpacked and are advance spring models.
Drastic Reductions
on Childrens, Misses and .some of our
ladies Coats for
Saturday and- First

GatlinagFergerson Co.
DEPARTMENT

Benton
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Frankfort, Ky., Nov.
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.
•
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S"40 votes. tr the they paid him a net profit of $99.
presentatiV,
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'
How did they do it? By feedSenate the Democrals"ifftlSber
ing -Ll'ofted ittions and keeping
and the Republicans 14.
growintf,tom the day
In the 1924 Asaembly the the pigs
farrawed.
Democrats controlled 65 votes in they were
pork is a manufacturMaking
the Senate while the Republicans
making any other arlike
job,
ing
numbered 35 and 12 respectively.
of pork
manufacturer
The
tide.
The Democratic assembly will
economiof
secret
the
who
learns
Republican Governalso have
makes the most
or, while a Democratic Lieuten- cal production
money.
Breathitt,
James
ant-Governor
College of Agriculture of
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Jr., will preside over the Senate.
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University
the
Judge Flem D. Sampson swept
called, "A
circular
a
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into
the Republican candidates
Producing
in
Plan
Profitable
the Assembly by his large majorTon
Raising
in
Pork—Suggestions
ity. Four Senatorial districts
Litters."
changed their colors in the elecIt deals with hog raising methtion, while 20 legislative disas put forward in the ton litods
tricts changed their party affilplan, which means raising a
ter
iations.
litter of hogs to weigh a ton or
more when 180 days old. To do
this requires the application of
most approved pork making
the
The death angel visited the
especially in regard to
practices,
home of Mrs. Lawrence Copeland
feeding.
and claimed her beloved son, Joe
The circular discusses "flushVernon Smith, borned ,March 19,
brood sows, feeding sows
ing"
1906, departed this life, Novemthe use of self-feedlitters,
and
ber 19, 1927, age 21 years and
weaning, supplefarrowing,
ers,
eight months.
economical rafeeds,
mentary
Joe was wett known and loved
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by all that knew him. All was
phases of sucother
and
water
done that earthly handt could do
It gives
hograising.
cessful
to keep him with us but the Lord
money
making
for
plan
clearcut
saw fit to take him away where
interfarmer
Every
hogs.
from
there will be no more sorrow, sad
from his
money
more
in
ested
tears.
should have his county
Joe professed faith in Christ hogs
a copy of this valsecure
agent
during his last days, before he
for him.
circular
uable
departed life he said he was going to a brighter home and told
his mother to meet him in
Heaven.
Joe asked the prayers of every"Prosperous customers make
,body that he could live to show
banks," declares D.
prosperous
he was a Christian but God knew
L. Bell, cashier of the Bedford
best and took him to a brighter
Loan & Deposit Bank and editor
place. We would say to the beof the Bedford Democrat.
reaved one, weep not as they who
His bank donated $75 in cash
have no hopes but rejoice to know
prizes both this year and last
you can meet him in heaven.
to a junior 4-H dairy club
Besides his mother he leaves year
and has loaned considershow,
one sister, Mamie and two brosums of money to worthy
able
thers, Van and Jay Smith and
boys and girls with which to purhis step-father, Lawrence Copechase dairy calves.
land and a host of other relatives
Mr. Bell is a hearty cooperator
with .all forces interested in
boosting agricultural prosperity,
and in the words of County Agent
W. B. Howell, "writes and talks
Is a prescription for
COLDS, GRIPPE, FLU, DENGUE, limestone, marl, legumes, dairying, ponItry and sheep raising
BILIOUS FEVER AND
and other good farming pracMALARIA.
tices."
It Kills the germs.

Rid yourself of indigestion that takes the joy out
of life ... Eat what you want and relish every
mouthful without fear of subsequent discom•
fort.,. You CAN,if you

—the pure vegetable tonic that banishes indigestion
and constipation and tones up the whole system.

Of all Christmas gifts, items of furniture are by far the
most appropriate. Practically every person, man or woman,
needs something that contributes to home comfort. In this
great exhibit you are sure to find just exactly what you want.
Come to our store, see our exhibit, and making the correct selections will be easy.

All These are Attractive & Appropriate Gifts

3.Pieces—Carved Frame--Jacquard Velour

',use

this beatItiful living room suite
a a gift for the Home. Covered in
acquard velour with reversible cushdavenport opens to full-size

_

Plan to give lamps this
year and spread your Christmas cheer with beautiful
lighting effects. See these
with
beautiful lamps
wrought iron bases and silk
shades.
Why not give an at,tractive
telephone set, when the cost
is so little? Mahogany finish.

3-PIECE BED ROOM SUITE VALUE

50
4,of

Here is a gift suggestion that will carrN
your christruas message and give year
service and satisfaction. Suite in
eludes bow-end bed, vanity and chest
of drawers.

'An Ideal Gift
Coxwell Chair
$29.50
Every member of the family will enjoy the comfort
of a fine Coiwell chair.
Your choice of upholstering.

Clothes, when properly dry-cleaned and properly pressed do go a ion way in adding natural beauty.
And cleaning prolongs the ilfe of any garment.
You'll like our odorless process and our work
in general.

50
•

A
Martha Washington
Sewing Cabinet
'A Real Saving

One of these chairs will receive a hearty welconie in
every well turnished home
Why not select a chair to
tarry your Christmas mes.
sage.

v'ben could be a better time to refurnish
our dining room than now, for Christlas. The suite includes
ibl. an arm chair and five side chairs.

-/ Most Delightful Gift—

AN ENAMELED BREAKFAST SET
,lany charming colorful breakfast sets are $
ieady for your inspiration. Five piece
pts at this low price.

50

•

$24.75
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Frequent

Bilious

COMMISSIONER' SALE

have had to be re-covered.

Come in; let us demonstrate how Gum -Dipping makes possible
the superiority of these
wonderful tires.

They do not rip, tear nor curl, they
are fire-proof and may be laid over your
old wooden shingles.

FirestCnes are economical through surpassing mileage and service.

"Authorized Ford Sales & Service"

Attractive Colors and Designs.

STILLEY BLDG., SOUTH SIDE COURT
SQUARE
OWNERS OF

DEPARTMENT STORE
CALVERT CITY,

A rro-Lock hoofing Co.
KENTUCKY.
BENTON,

A
,
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Remember The Date And Place! din, were the Sunday guests of remento, Ky.
Mrs. J. A. Greenfield.
$49 and up.
Tribune ADS bring results.
Mrs. Cort Henson and daughter, of
Birmingham, are the
guests of Mrs. J. W. Fields and
family.
1h9
e2
r6
e,i n u aitis
lh
d,praonee
cled his
to cooffsetrs
'SALE(
Mr. and Mrs. Node Notes and
Mrs.
Nan Dunn, of Paducah,
I for sale at hte Court House door
154•
saw.
spent Thanksgiving with Mr. and
For daily market prices on at
Benton,
in
Kentucky, to the highMARSHALL CIRCUIT COURT,'
Mrs.
Locker.
Cliff
kinds
of cattle, hogs, sheep and
est bidder at PUBLIC AUCTION
KENTUCKY
Mrs. Frank Lee, of Hardin, was veal. Call Fred Titsworth,
on Monday the 5th day of De.
Sharpe
:-ember 1927 at 1:00 o'clock P. M., Liere last week the guest of Mrs. exchange or address Little CyN. T. Hastin and family.
R. S. Shemwell •
press, Ky., R. I.
or thereabout
tfc with Magnovox loudspeaker, new Dan D. Nelson,
(being County
Rev. Crews, of Birmingham, filBenton, Ky.,
Vs.
Court day) upon a credit of six
ELECTRIC lighting — two men tubes and batteries, installed any- Route 8.
ltp
Mrs. N. A. McManus, wife of J months the followjng described ed his regular appointment here
where in the county for $75. '
the M. E, Church Sunday mor- at a cost of $150.00 can have all
W. McManus et al
Def't. property, to-wit:
Strow
Drug Co.
WANTED — Informatio and
2t
ling. Many friends of Rev. and convenie es of electricity with
30 acres, more or less, and be
IN EQUITY
number.of Singer Sewing ma hine
Mrs. Crews were glad to have Delco I
. L. A. McKeel, Mur•
HONEY for sale. J. C. Hicks. it is worth from $3.00
By virtue of aJudgment 114 'ng the west ond of the 48 acres ;hem here for this year's work. ray, K.
to
0.00
3-1-28
of
land
heretofore conveyed by
t to the owner. Send it to R.
Order of Sale of the Marshall
McMr. and Mrs. Cletus English
NOTICE
—
To
all
parties
wish- Daniel, Benton, Ky.
WANTED TO BUY veals, hogs,
Circuit Court, rendered at the B.'L. Bell and wife to this plain- ind little Miss Edna Mayberry
ing
to
sell
their
Dogwoo
d'
at
Octobern thereof, 1927, in the tiff R. S. Shemwell by deed detect left Monday for Clay, Ky., to vis- beef cattle, much cows, anything Benton or
Hardin. As we have
WANTED — Drilling
in the live stock line. Phone
above
use for the sum of Four October 22, 1917, and of record it relatives.
orn.
set Dec. 15th, as our last bufing highest market
in
deed
book
No.
price paid. yatt
Sharpe
42, page 62, in
Hundred Sixty Three and 55-100
Exchange or write 'Jamie 'date will be
Mr. and Mrs. Boone Fields,
at Benton on nes- Milling Co., Bentop. Ky.
Marshall
Couaty
($463.55) Dollars with interest at the
Court Mr. and Mrs. Dumos Fields, Mr. Vaughn, Benton R. 6.
-28p
• v
tf day, Thursday
and Saturday.
the rate of 6 per cent per annum Clerk's office:Said 48 acres being and Mrs. Virgil Fields, Mr. and
FRUIT TREES—I have OMe
FOR SALE — RADIO — We Thanking you for past favors,
from the 23rd day of September described as follows: Being the kirs. Raymond Smith. Mr. and
respecti
vely,
nice
nine
her
&
peach and apple trees t sell
Howell.
have one "Workrite" Super 'NeuMrs. Hallie Fields, of Padopah,
'it
10
cents a tree. See me first
D2p
trodyne
, 6 tube set, used for demnd Mils Laura Emma and.,Hall
Monday
at Benton Hotel. A Baronstrati
on
in our store, complete
fEERPREERPMRHi PAI DAI9 VR:r Fields, of
FOR SALE —••• Wheat straw, nen, Benton, Ky., Route
6.
Thanksgiving here with Mr. and
Ars. J. M. Fields.
V. H. Mobley
as in Benton
Monday on business.
S. S. Lowery was a business
visitor in Benton Monday.
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To the Public:—

Effective the first of this month I 41
4 have sold my insurance agency in Benton
, ,e • • III
Ito Joe Ely.
Mr. Ely is an experienced insurance
man and I am sure, will make you an efficient and satisfactory insurance agent.
In retiring, I cannot too warmly express my thanks and appreciation for the
kindness and courtesies shown me while
I have operated this business.

GEO. E. LONG

CHRISTMAS
At Our Store
We invite you to make a complete inspection of our large, fresh Christmas
stocks while doing your Gift Shopping.
Here are gifts for everyone, from the
least expensive to the higher priced ones,
everyone a great value and that anyone
would be proud to receive.

DRAFFEN BROTHERS
C't• rah*

DEPARTMENT STORE
CALVERT CITY,

KENTUCKY

north half of the old Cutcheon
homestead containing 48 acres
morc or less, and is part of the
N. E. and S. W. Qrs. of Sec. 31,
T. 5, R. 3, east; the south line of
this land being a picket fence
running across from east to west.
1,bove 48 acres of land being
The ,
a part of the land conveyed to R.
Holmes by G. R. Allen and being
the same land conveyed to the
said R. Holmes to B. -L. Bell by
deed dated October 26, 1906, and
recorded in Deed Book 32, page
456, Marshall
County
Court
Clerk's office.
ALSO:—
LOT No. 7 in the divisions of
the lands of John and Jane Reeder, deceased, containing 26 acres
and 40 poles and being the same
land sold the mortgagor, J. W.
McManus, by Nancy J. McManus,
daughter and only heir of David
Reeder, deceased, (see deed book
No. 16, page 341 for further description) on record in dIN;ok
31, page 515, dated Dece
0,
1903.
ALSO:—
One-fourth interest in lot No.
8 in the above mentioned division
containing 26 acres and 125
poles, allotted the McManus heirs
in John Reeder, deceased, division.
Or a sufficiency thereof to produce the sums of money so ordered to be made. For the purchase
price the purchaser with approved security or securities must execute bond, bearing legal liftereat from the day of sale until
paid, and having the force and
effect of a Judgment. Bidders
will be prepared to comply
promptly with these terms.
A. N. DUKE,
Special Commissioner

AURORA
Students on the honor roll for
the previous month are:Juniors — Novice Johnston,
Venus Oakley.
Sophomores
Rubye Kirks,
Eltis Henson, Irene Clark.
Freshman — Reagan Johnston,
Herdie Stewart.

What The
N.C.8z St. Ry.Meansto
Marshall County
Nashsville, Chattanooga
&ESt. Louis Railway is a
citizen of Marshall County, with
a large investment in permanent
—.1
facilities.

r

Its local taxes for each year amount to $6,870.00; a substantial
contribution tdoward the support
of our schools, the building and
maintenance of our highways, and
the other expenses of government.
It employs 46 men and women of
the county, among our best citizens.
Above all it furnishes the county
with railroad transportation. 0th2r forms of transportation are useful within their fields, but railroad service is indispensable.

‘.

-.Without

it neither agriculture, industry nor business can live and
thrive.
•

The charge for this necessary
transportation is so low that the
railroad hauls a ton a mile for an
average rate of but little more
than a cent; a rate on the average,
lower than that at which any other
form of public land transportation can
permanently handle
business.
The continued successful opera
3f the N. C. & St. L., which means
4- o much to Marshall County, depends upon public patronage, a
fact worth consideration by our
people in determining what form
of public transportation to make
use of.

HARRY JONES,

Agent

The Nashville, Chattanooga & St. Louis Railway
j. B. HILL,

President

8th Grade — Aria Reebler,

ARECEIERRERMMERERSERRalla. Kenneth

Clark,

Loman Henson,
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